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2013 Corporate Organic Sponsor Program 
 

To establish & build the Guelph Organic Conference Sustaining Fund… 
 

This is the Corporate Organic Sponsor list for the 2013 JANUARY-FEBRUARY, Guelph Organic Conference & Expo - Title: 
Organics… What's The Buzz?  Thanks to all supporters who generously donated these funds. 

 

 PLATINUM PATRONS ($7500) 
• NUTIVA - Richmond, California 
• THE BIG CARROT ORGANIC FOODS - Toronto, Ontario 

 

 GOLD FUNDERS ($3500) 

• HOMESTEAD ORGANICS - Berwick, Ontario 
• ONTARIO NATURAL FOOD CO-OP - Mississauga, Ontario 
• PFENNING’S ORGANIC VEGETABLES - Baden, Ontario 

 

 SILVER SPONSORS ($2000) 
• CSI - CENTRE FOR SYSTEMS INTEGRATION - Ottawa, Ontario 
• FIELD GATE ORGANIC MEATS - Zurich, Ontario 
• GIDDY YOYO CHOCOLATE - Orangeville, Ontario 
• GROW MARKETING BRAND BROKER - Dundas, Ontario [broker: multiple organic lines] 
• HARMONY ORGANIC DAIRY PRODUCTS - Listowel, Ontario 
• MUSKOKA NATURAL FOOD MARKET - Bracebridge, Ontario 
• NATURE'S PATH FOODS - Richmond, BC 
• ORGANIC MEADOW INC. - Guelph, Ontario 
• PRO-CERT ORGANIC SYSTEMS - Cambray, Ontario/Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 
• SUNOPTA GRAINS & FOOD GROUP - Hope, Minnesota 
• SUNRISE FOODS - Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 
• WILLSIE HORTICULTURAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING & SALES - Thedford, Ontario 

 

 BENEFACTORS ($650) 
• GO-BIO! ORGANICS - Acton, Ontario 
• GLOBAL REPAIR - Toronto, Ontario 
• THE STONE STORE NATURAL FOODS - Guelph, Ontario 

 

 SUSTAINERS ($250) 
• BRADEN HOMES - Rockwood, Ontario 
• CROFTERS FOODS - Parry Sound, Ontario 
• EATING WELL ORGANICALLY - Waterloo, Ontario 
• FROMAGERIE L'ANCÊTRE - Bécancour, Québec 
• HANLEY LAW OFFICE - ORGANIC ADVOCACY 

Guelph, Ontario 
• HARMONY WHOLE FOODS MARKET - 

Orangeville, Ontario 
 

• KEYSTONE GRAINS - Tilbury, Ontario/Winkler, Manitoba 
• LYN-DYS HEALTH FOODS - London, Ontario 
• MAPLETON'S ORGANIC DAIRY - Moorefield, Ontario 
• NUTS TO YOU NUT BUTTER - Paris, Ontario 
• THE COTTAGE GARDENER HEIRLOOM SEEDS - 

Newtonville, Ontario 
• THE GENTLE RAIN - Stratford, Ontario 
• WILBUR-ELLIS COMPANY - Tecumseh, Ontario 

 

 ORGANIC MEDIA PARTNERS - these media participate in Expo & cover Conference workshops 
• ALTERNATIVES JOURNAL - Waterloo, Ontario 
• CANADIAN NATURAL HEALTH RETAILER MAGAZINE - 

Wyebridge, Ontario 
• ECO PARENT MAGAZINE - Sudbury, Ontario 
• NATURAL HEALTH PRODUCTS CANADA GUIDE 2013 - 

Victoria, BC 
 

• NIAGARA ESCARPMENT VIEWS - Georgetown, Ontario 
• ORGANIC & NON-GMO REPORT/DIRECTORY - Fairfield, Iowa 
• VISTA MAGAZINE - Vancouver, BC 
• VITALITY MAGAZINE - Toronto, Ontario 
 

 

**This is the confirmed list of Corporate Sponsors & Media Partners - as of December 31, 2012 
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Welcome to the 32nd Annual Organic Agriculture Conference, 2013 
 

“Organics…What’s the Buzz?” 
 
On behalf of the organizing committee I would like to thank the many sponsors, benefactors, exhibitors, 
speakers, and of course you the participant.  We hope you enjoy the conference.  
 
This "Proceedings" booklet gives you a synopsis of the various presentations that will be presented at the 
conference. This will give you a lead on what will be discussed if you plan to attend, and a summary if you 
have missed it.  In most cases there are also some speaker contacts for more information.   
 
Proceedings from 2002-2012 conferences are available on the conference website at:  
http://www.guelphorganicconf.ca/past-conferences/past-proceedings/  
 
We also advise you that during the conference some photos of the audience may be taken for future 
conference use. 
 

Enjoy the conference! 
 

OFFICIAL SPONSORS - Conference Management Committee:  
 

 Canada Organic Trade Association 

 Canadian Organic Growers 

 CSI - Centre for Systems Integration 

 Ecocert Canada 

 Ecological Farmers of Ontario 

 International Organic Inspectors Association 

 National Farmers Union – Ontario Region 

 Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs 

 Organic Crop Improvement Association (Canada) 

 Organic Agriculture Centre of Canada 

 Organic Council of Ontario 

 Pro-Cert Organic Systems 

 Quality Assurance International/NSF International 

 REAP-Canada (Resource Efficient Agricultural Production) 

 Society for Biodynamic Farming & Gardening in Ontario 

 University of Guelph – Organic Agriculture Program 
 

 

http://www.guelphorganicconf.ca/past-conferences/past-proceedings/
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Thursday January 31st, 2013 

 
Full Day Orchard Program        UC103                    10:00 AM – 4:15 PM 

Orchard Health Applications 
 

Fruit tree culture has been stuck in allopathic mode for far too long, solely seeking out short-term 
fungicides and antibiotics to destroy disease-causing organisms from without. We never understood that 
the tree’s own immune ability could be coupled with the stimulation of friendly microbes to defeat 
disease from within. Looking at fungal progression and bacterial opportunism in the light of competitive 
microbes, balanced tree nutrition, and primed immune function changes everything. Yes, we will review 
the old school ways of mineral fungicides and what place that might still have. Yes, we will “go deep” in 
terms of understanding how to reinforce the arboreal food web and balanced nutrition from the 
perspectives of the soil food web and soil chemistry. Growing flavourful, nutrient-dense fruit requires that 
we invest in a robust biology rather than react to symptoms. This full-day program with orchard health 
expert Michael Phillips will inspire you to recognize the paramount priorities in your own home or 
community fruit planting. 
 
About Michael Phillips 
Michael Phillips is known across the country for helping people grow healthy fruit. The 
“community orchard movement” that he helped found at www.GrowOrganicApples.com 
provides a full immersion into the holistic approach to orcharding. His Lost Nation Orchard 
is part of a medicinal herb farm in northern New Hampshire. Michael’s newest book, The 
Holistic Orchard, speaks for all fruits and recently received Garden Book of the Year 
honours from the American Horticultural Society. 
 

Sponsored by Ecological Farmers of Ontario (EFO).  For more information please visit www.efao.ca.  
 
•••••••••••••••••• 

 

Friday February 1st, 2013 
 
Seminar A                           PCH-South         9:00 AM – 12:00 PM 

Pollinating the World / Saving the Bees 
By Monique Blais, Susan Chan, Fran Freeman, Darcie McKelvey and Linda Proudfoot. 

Pollinating The World - A forum on pollination issues and saving the bees – discussions on alternative 
methods to increasing native pollinator population, plus treatment-free ways to raise bees, organic & 
biodynamic applications plus different types of hives. Susan Chan, Fran Freeman, Linda Proudfoot & 
Monique Blais (moderator) will lead this very informed program. This workshop will guide you on the path 
to pollinating your own world. 

Saving The Bees - This panel is geared towards anyone who is concerned for the bees and wants to hear 
about alternative ways to keep honeybees and how to help increase native pollinators in their area.   
We will highlight how to keep bees in accordance with their nature and offer insights on urban 
beekeeping.  A number of different hives (for different bees) will be brought out for discussion and 
questions, and we will discuss ways of coping with disease and pests from an organic perspective. 

http://www.groworganicapples.com/
http://www.efao.ca/
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4 main discussions in the panel will include:  
1. Connecting to an established beekeeping world  
2. Urban beekeeping 
3. Production:  wintering, feeding, treatment (organic, biodynamic and other alternative methods 

are emphasized) 
4. Pollination/Conservation 

 
10 ways to help save the bees: 

1.   Stop using insecticides and pesticides  
2.   Plant Bee-friendly plants  
3.   Create natural habitat gardens 
4.   Find out more about bees 
5.   Support your local beekeepers 
6.   Make you own 'native bee' house 
7.   Become a beekeeper 
8.   Write to your local paper  
9.   Sign petitions banning pesticides 
10. Spread the word! 

                                                                                                 

Bee Friendly Plants 

Plant Type Plant Name Flowering 
Period 

Resource Provided 

      Pollen Nectar Resin 

Trees      

 Maples (Acer spp.) May ■     

  Balsam Poplar(Populus balsamifera) April      ■ 

  Black Locust(Robinia pseudoacacia) June  ■  

  Honey Locust(Gleditisia triacanthos) Late June  ■  

  Clammy Locust (Robinia viscosa) Late June   ■   

  Alder Buckthorn(Rhamnus frangula) May-Sept.   ■   

  Wild Apple (Malus pumila) Late May ■ ■  

  Siberian Crab (Malus baccata) Late May ■ ■  

  Hawthorns (Crataegus spp) June ■ ■   

  Mazzard Cherry (Prunus avium) Mid-May ■ ■  

  Willows (Salix spp.) April ■ ■   

  Horse Chestnut (Aesculus hippocastanum) May-June ■ ■  

  Ohio Buckeye(Aesculus glabra) Late May ■ ■   

  American Basswood(Tilia americana) June-July   ■   

  Large Leaf Linden (Tilia platyphyllos) June-July  ■  

  Chokecherry(Prunus virginiana) May-June ■ ■   

  Russian Olive(Elaeagnus angustifolia) June  ■  

Shrubs      

 Beauty Bush (Kolkwitzia amabilis) June  ■  

  Elderberry (Sambucus nigra) June-July ■ ■  

  Indian Currant (Symphoricarpus orbiculatus) July-Aug  ■  

  Snowberry (Symphoricarpus alba) June-July ■ ■  

  Honeysuckle (Lonicera tatarica) May-June  ■  

  Mock Orange (Philadelphus coronarius) Early June  ■  

  Deutzia (Deutzia gracilis) Late May  ■  

  Staghorn Sumac (Rhus typhina) Early July ■ ■   

  Caragana (Caragana arborescens) June  ■  

  False Spirea (Sorbaria sorbifolia) July-Aug ■ ■  

  Red Raspberry (Rubus idaeus) June ■ ■   

  Black Raspberry(Rubus occidentalis) June ■ ■   

http://www.pan-uk.org/
http://www.helpsavebees.co.uk/habitat.html
http://www.helpsavebees.co.uk/bee-family-tree.html
http://www.britishbee.org.uk/local_associations_about_us.php
http://www.helpsavebees.posterous.com/tag/solitarybeehouses
http://www.britishbee.org.uk/getting_started.php
http://apps.soilassociation.org/Bees/Register.aspx
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  Lilacs(Syringa spp.) Late June  ■  

  Amur Privet (Ligustrum amurense) Late June  ■  

  Blueberry(Vaccinium angustifolium) May-June   ■   

Herbaceous 
Plants 

     

 Meadowsweet(Spirea spp.) August ■ ■   
  False Indigo(Amorpha fructosa) May-June ■ ■   

  Buckwheat (Fagopyrum esculentum) Varies   ■  

  Wild Mustard (Brassica spp.) June-Oct.  ■  

  Canola (Brassica napus) Varies   ■  

  Alsike Clover (Trifolium hybridum) June  ■  

  White Dutch Clover (Trifolium repens) July  ■  

  Red Clover (Trifolium pratense) June-July  ■  

  Sweet Clovers (Melilotus spp.) June-Sept  ■  

  Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) May-Oct.  ■  

  Birdsfoot Trefoil (Lotus corniculatus) June-Aug.  ■  

 Lobelia (Lobelia siphilitica) Aug  ■  

 Centaurea (Centaurea dealbata) June  ■  

 Gentian (Gentiana spp.) variable  ■  

 Lupine (Lupinus perennis) June-July  ■  

 Milk Thistle (Silybum marianum) July  ■  

 Larkspur (Consolida ambigua) July  ■  

 Phacelia (Phacelia spp.) variable  ■  

 Rudbeckia (Rudbeckia triloba) Aug-Oct ■ ■  

 Foxglove (Digitalis grandiflora) June-July ■ ■  

 Poppy (Papaver spp.) variable ■ ■  

  Common Vetch (Vicia cracca) July-Aug.  ■  

  Jewelweed (Impatiens pallida) July-Oct.   ■   

  Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium) July-Sept.   ■   

  Common Milkweed (Asclepias syriaca) July-Aug.   ■   

  Swamp Milkweed (Asclepias incarnata) July-Aug.   ■   

  Butterflyweed (Asclepias tuberosa) June-Sept   ■   

  Blueweed (Echium vulgare) June-Aug.   ■   

  Blue Vervain (Verbena hastata) July-Aug. ■ ■   

  Joe-Pye Weed (Eupatorium maculatum) Aug.-Sept   ■   

  Goldenrods (Solidago spp.) Aug.-Oct. ■ ■   

  New England Aster (Aster novae-andiae) Aug.-Oct. ■ ■   

  White Upland Aster (Aster ptarmicoides) Aug.-Oct. ■ ■   

  Common Sunflower (Helianthus annus) July-Aug. ■ ■   

  Bull Thistle (Cirsium vulgare) June-Sept ■ ■  

  Knapweeds (Centaurea spp.) July-Sept.  ■  

  Dandelion (Taraxicum officinale) May-June ■ ■  

  Coltsfoot (Tussilago farfara) April-May ■ ■  

  Perennial Sow Thistle (Sonchus arvensis) July-Aug.   ■   

  Annual Sow Thistle (Sonchus oleraceus) July-Aug.   ■   

  Hawkweeds (Hieracium spp.) May-June   ■   

  Autumn Joy Sedum (Sedum spectabile) Sept-Frost  ■  

  Purple Coneflower (Echinacea purpurea) June-Aug. ■ ■   

  Pumpkin/Squash (Cucurbita pepo) July-Aug. ■ ■  

  Lavender Hyssop (Agastache foeniculum) July-Aug.   ■   

 Hyssop(Hyssopus officinalis)     

  Jerusalem Artichoke (Helianthus tuberosus)  Sept-Frost ■ ■   
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  Evening Primroses (Oenothera spp.) June-Sept. ■ ■   

  Tall Gazing Star (Liatris aspera) Aug-Oct.   ■   

  Lamb's Ears (Stachys sp.) June-Sept.  ■  

Aromatic 
Herbs 

     

 Thyme (Thymus vulgaris) May-Oct.  ■  

  Mint (Mentha spp.) June-Aug.  ■  

 Rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis)   ■  

  Chives (Allium schoenoprasum) June-July  ■  

  Lavender (Lavendula angustifolia) June-Aug.  ■  

  Sage (Salvia officinalis) June-Aug.  ■  

  Comfrey (Symphytum officinale) May-Oct. ■ ■  

  Catnip (Nepeta cataria) July-Sept.  ■  

  Coriander (Coriandrum sativum) June-July  ■  

  Oregano (Origanum vulgare) July-Aug.  ■  

  Borage (Borago officinalis) July-Frost ■ ■  

  Bee Balms (Monarda spp.) June-Aug.   ■   

 
 

 
 
    
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

About Monique Blais 
Monique Blais has been a beekeeper since 2004.  Starting in Toronto, as an urban beekeeper, with the 
conventional method of keeping bees, and throughout the years has evolved to trying out different types 
of hives, different types of bees, in different settings. She has attended several beekeeping conferences 
throughout the world and has a true passion for biodynamic beekeeping.  In 2010, she started her 
business Moe Bees, a 2 day workshop on biodynamic beekeeping, talking about treatment free apiculture 
and building Warré hives.  Workshops have been given near Guelph and Montreal.  She has recently 
moved near Lewisburg, Pennsylvania. 
 
About Susan Chan 
Susan Chan is an advocate for native pollinators and is the author of A Landowner’s Guide to Conserving 
Native Pollinators in Ontario. She has an academic background in agriculture & education, including a 
M.Sc. in pollination biology from Guelph University. Susan manages the Rusty-Patched Bumble Bee Project 
for Farms at Work, and is developing a beekeeping mentorship program for the Kawarthas (Peterborough 
region, Ontario). She is also an active ecological beekeeper, treasurer of Central Ontario Beekeepers 
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Association, lecturer at Fleming College’s Sustainable Agriculture Program (Lindsay, Ontario), and co-
founder of the Lakefield (Ontario) Farmers’ Market. 
 
About Fran Freeman 
Fran Freeman enjoys sharing her love and awe of honeybees with others, from school groups to urban 
agriculture and food security conferences. She co-managed 30 hives with the Toronto Beekeeping Co-op 
for six years, keeps rural bees, and has her own backyard bees in the downtown core. She studied 
Apiculture at University of Guelph and completed their Sustainable Urban Agriculture program in 2011. 
Over the past number of years of mass bee die-offs, it is the experience of many city beekeepers that their 
bees fare significantly better than those managed in country apiaries. Increasingly, Freeman sees urban 
beekeeping, combined with organic practices, as a strategy for raising strong, healthy bees. 
 
About Darcie McKelvey 
Darcie McKelvey began beekeeping with the Toronto Bee Co-operative in 2002.  In 2003 she moved to 
rural Ontario to pursue co-creative gardening, and welcomes many types of pollinators on her land.  She 
began beekeeping on her own in 2004 and currently keeps four D.E. hives. Darcie has been a member of 
the Dufferin Beekeepers since 2008 and was President between 2009 and 2012.  
 
About Linda Proudfoot 
Linda Proudfoot is co- owner of the Pretty River Valley Country Inn an Agro-Tourism destination in the 
Blue Mountains near Collingwood. She has been a Bee Guardian for five years. She follows the practices of 
Gunther Hauk owner of Spikenard Farm and Honeybee Sanctuary who believes that we all can be involved 
either helping our natural pollinators by planting bee forage in your yard or balcony or thinking about 
becoming a backyard beekeeper if practical. Linda works hard to epitomize the informed, caring back yard 
bee guardian. 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 
 
 

Seminar B                      UC 442                 9:00 AM – 12:00 PM 
 
Canada Organic Extension 
Discovering the Organic Networks – What Is The Way Forward?   
Panel: Roxanne Beavers, Jonda Crosby, Ruth Knight, Jodi Koberinski, Tom Manley, Hugh Martin and 
Margaret Savard 
Moderated by Becky Lipton and Keri Sharpe 
 

Session Overview 
Extension and support for the organic sector across Canada is vital to success. The goal of this session is to 
determine what is working, what isn't working, and what needs to be done so it works better.  
 
The session will examine extension as it is provided by the corporate model, the non-profit model, the 
science extension model and the government model. We will delve into shortcomings, and hear success 
stories. We will then determine as a group the best way forward, and create an action plan to achieve it.  
 
This may seem lofty, and it is. It is also necessary and exciting. 
 
Agenda 
9.00 am - Introductions 
9:10 am - What is extension, what needs to happen to achieve it? Highlights of the COEN strategy plan. 
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9:25 am - Overview of the sector: Successes and shortcomings 
The non-profit model – Jodi Koberinski , OCO  
The corporate model – Ruth Knight  

     The science extension model – Margaret Savard, OACC  
The government model – Hugh Martin  

 10:00 am - Break 
 10:10 am - Case studies 
     View from afar: the USDA model – Jonda Crosby 
     What does for-profit extension look like – Tom Manley 
     Regional not-for profit extension – Roxanne Beavers  
     Questions 
11:10 am - Neighbour chat - Based on your experiences and the presentations, what extension activities 
are most needed, and how do we best provide them? 
11:20 am - Open Forum - Solving the puzzle: What extension activities are most needed, and how do we 
best provide them? 
11:45 am - Key aspects of an action plan/ Wrap up 
12.00 pm - End 
 
About Roxanne Beavers  
Roxanne Beavers works with ACORN (the Atlantic Canadian Organic Regional 
Network) assisting farmers in their transition to organic agriculture or growing their 
existing organic farm in a project funded by the National Research Council. Her work 
involves developing resources, visiting farmers, and answering tough questions. She is 
ACORN's representative on the technical committee for the Canadian Organic 
Standards, sits on the Standards Interpretation Committee, and has worked as a 
researcher, an organic inspector and a market gardener. 
 
About Jonda Crosby 
Jonda Crosby is the Training Services Director at IOIA. Jonda is also a part time organic 
inspector, co-owner of a 50 acre irrigated farm in the Helena Valley, of Montana and 
co-founder of Big Sky Organic Feed. She has worked for Penn State and Cornell 
Cooperative Extension Service as an Agricultural Agent and Project Leader, focusing on 
educational programs and research related to food systems and sustainable 
agriculture. She is a past instructor at Penn State University and the Farm Manager for 
a 175 acre hands on student learning center. For 12 years Jonda was the Executive 
Director for the Alternative Energy Resources Organization, a Montana non-profit 
focusing on education, research and policy related to sustainable agriculture and renewable energy. Jonda 
earned an MS in Ag Education, a BS in Agriculture from Murray State University and an AS in Animal 
Science from Alfred State University of New York. Jonda grew up on a small dairy farm in Western, New 
York State. 
 
About Ruth Knight 
Ruth Knight is an independent consultant who has been providing advisory services 
to a diversity of ecological or certified organic farms since 2005. Ruth received a 
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture and Masters of Science from the University of 
Guelph. Ruth guides farmers on how to grow higher yields and quality while building 
or maintaining soil health. Soil management is an investment and Ruth provides 
interpretation to help ensure that the time and money invested is put towards the 
priority issues that will provide the best returns. Ruth also has experience inspecting 
farms and has a good working relationship with certification bodies. This helps 
growers navigate the certification and approval process for the organic crop plan as 
well as inputs. 
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About Jodi Koberinski 
As OCO’s Executive Director, Jodi Koberinski serves the organic movement by 
providing leadership¸ building consensus, and networking within the industry and 
amongst stakeholders including government.  Jodi participated in the founding 
meeting of the Canadian Organic Extension Network.  She has more than 15 years’ 
experience in the organic sector through entrepreneurship, activism, and research.   
Most recently, Jodi was invited by Dr. Vandana Shiva to attend the 2012 Bhoomi 
Conference in India to help strengthen ties between the work in Ontario and the work 
going on internationally. While in India, Jodi had the opportunity to be one of the first 
signatories of the International Seed Declaration and help launch the Seed Freedom 
Campaign. 
 
About Tom Manley 
Tom Manley grew up on the family dairy farm in Eastern Ontario and obtained a BSC 
in Computer Science at the Collège Militaire Royal in St-Jean, Québec. He pursued a 
career in telecommunications with the Canadian Forces, Loto-Québec and bell 
Canada. In 1985, Tom’s parents converted the family’s conventional dairy farm to 
organic field crops and founded Homestead Organics. In 1997, Tom took over the 
grain and feed processing and moved it to the feed mill in Berwick. Homestead 
Organics is now a leading organic grain and farm supply business in Central and 
Eastern Canada. In the community, Tom's chairs Canadian Organic Growers' Eco Farm 
Day annual organic farming conference in Cornwall ON and participates in efforts to 
promote local food.   
The growing organic agriculture sector is populated by independent and motivated farmers who often 
came from mainstream agriculture with a sceptical view of the farm advisors and input suppliers more 
intent on their own gain than the farmer's wellbeing. Nevertheless, organic farmers need supplies, inputs, 
and advice, although not to the same degree as their intensive conventional neighbour. Homestead 
Organics is Canada's leading organic farm supplier. The company struggles to overcome the scepticism, 
establish a friendly win-win relationship with organic farmers, design advisory service packages, and 
present a balanced sales approach that can work in this unique farm sector.  
 
About Hugh Martin 
Hugh Martin was a Soils and Crop Specialist, Weed Specialist, and Organic Program 
Lead with the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs for almost 34 
years. He has worked with organic producers and the organic foods sector since the 
early 1980's to communicate needs and general information from the sector to 
government and to transfer technology to producers to develop the sector. He 
graduated from the University of Guelph with a M.Sc. and B.Sc.(Agr). Hugh is 
currently a consultant and organic farm inspector located in Guelph. 
 
About Margaret Savard, B.A. 
Margaret Savard is the Program Officer for the Organic Science Cluster, an $8.6 million 
dollar research grant in collaboration with OFC and the Organic Agriculture Centre of 
Canada (OACC) at Dalhousie University’s Agricultural Campus.   Margaret has worked 
with OACC since 2006.  Educated in the liberal arts, Margaret has management 
experience in the manufacturing sector, including operations management and 
market analysis and communications.   
 
•••••••••••••••••• 
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Seminar C                      PCH – North         1:15 PM – 4:15 PM 
 
Permaculture Forum, What is it? 
By Doug Barns, Toyin Coker, Brenda Dolling, Shantree Kacera, Brad Peterson 
Moderated by Jennifer Osborn  
 
Active permaculture practitioners from across Ontario will share practices, field experiences and stories.  
Q & A to follow. 
 
Permaculture Earthworks (Doug Barnes):  
Water is an absolute necessity. Without potable water, human settlement is impossible. Moreover, 
without adequate, reliable supplies, agriculture is not possible. Though increased drought from climate 
change is predicted locally, there are tested approaches we can employ to help secure a reliable supply of 
water. 
 
Canada is rich in fresh water – a fact that has often led to complacency. It is easy to forget that most years 
we face a drought, if only a short one. The severity of recent drought is something we can no longer afford 
to ignore. The cost of the 2012 drought for North America was over $100 billion and is still adding up. 
Should 2013 have similar conditions, we are going to see huge numbers of farmers exiting the industry. 
Wise use of water is always a good idea. Now it is also a necessity. 
 
The loss of Ontario’s forest cover has led to a drop in our water tables. Water-harvesting earthworks can 
help us to capture water for our immediate or reserve use, as well as help to restore our water tables. 
Water-harvesting earthworks can help us to rehabilitate brittle, degraded landscapes. Globally, 25% of the 
Earth’s surface is either desert, or threatened with desertification. This affects 70% of global agricultural 
land. Much of the existing desert land on Earth has become desert as a result of inappropriate agricultural 
practices. In sensitive areas, we have caused aridity and massive erosion, and salted the soil.  
 
Mesopotamia (modern day Iraq), for instance, was once fertile and forested. Agriculture turned it into the 
salted desert it is today.  The only thing that has spared Canada from this fate is our climate, which is 
becoming less forgiving. 
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Additionally, the building of small earthen dams and ponds creates a potential space for aquaculture. As 
an added bonus of this, shallow ponds are the most effective soil creators. Though occasional dredging is 
needed, what is dredged out is a valuable resource. 
 

The tool bag that we work from includes patterned land furrowing with sub-soilers, water-harvesting 
ditches on contour, pitting and other land imprinting approaches, ponds, and small, earthen dams. 
 
In the capture and storage of water, we try to hold onto that resource as long as possible by taking the 
water entering the site (rainfall and surface runoff) over the longest, slowest course with the least amount 
of friction.  
 
The most effective approach is to look at the land and see what its tendencies are. Does it naturally tend 
towards being dry? Does it tend towards being wet? If so, how can we use that to our advantage? Don’t 
fight the land. If it wants to be wet, leave it wet. Fighting the land usually leads to expensive disasters  
 
From desert, to savannah, to rainforest, to temperate regions, earthworks can help us rejuvenate lands, 
and provide more stable sources of water. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Permaculture and Design Practice (Brad Peterson):  
Environmental design practice whether done within Landscape Architecture or Permaculture involves 
having a vision and applying it successfully to the land AND a human community in a sustainable or 
‘permanent’ way.   What design and management STRATEGIES lie at the core of good environmental 
design?  They will intrinsically be concerned with care of the earth, care of people, and fair share for 
everyone (considering what is done with surplus) while being ‘limits aware’. 
 
This presentation reviews seven major archetypal strategies of environmental design and how they are 
today applied in Permaculture and Landscape Architecture.  These STRATEGIES are: 
 

1. Recombinant Ecologies:  Native plants are great, but Permaculture systems produce local food, 
fiber, fuel and ‘farm’aceuticals that fulfill human daily needs.  Polycultures or forest analogues 
that mimic productive edge ecosystems are combined from an array of multi-beneficial, high-
productive and resilient plants that can only be found in combinations where humans are mucking 
about.  

2. Model the Best of Nature:  If we have one wise teacher then her name is Gaia.  We find best 
productivity in wetlands and forest edges, so…one mimics the most efficient distribution of water 
in narrow cascades, creates recombinant wetlands where feasible, and introduces forest edge 
layering to enhance solar conversion to carbohydrate.  Inherent functions also include soil 
improvement, pest management and moisture retention. 
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3. Earth Repair and Restoration:  It’s getting broke, so it’s time to fix air, water, soils, forests, oceans 
and wildlife habitat.  All good Permaculture systems give back more than they take…a ‘yield’ is 
really nature’s surplus; our token ‘interest’ rather than its capital.  Our long-term balance on the 
earth already depends on how well we steward the bank of earth’s living systems and mineral 
resources.  Planting trees is the single most useful act. 

4. Garden Farming:  Implied in all other Strategies, this activity is the core.  Starting micro in the back 
yard, SPIN in the neighbourhood, or market farm in the city or Continuously Productive Urban 
Landscape (CPUL).  Garden farming will ask if not force one to learn the other six strategies 
because it is food that is needed every day and helps keep people and cultures healthy and 
together. 

5. Recombinant Green Systems:  Concerned just as equally with human built and transportation 
environments, including their servicing and efficient use of clean renewable materials and energy 
for heat, cooling, clean water and other building functions, one cannot forget the role that 
biological (living) systems have in this strategy.  Anything we use from water and food, to building 
materials, air, nutrient recycling…even quality of solar energy… all touch or are touched and 
influenced by living ecosystems.  Hence, Green. 

6. Re-skilling for Self-reliance:  Skills we need to rebuild a clean, safe, healthy, green and resilient 
world are usually rooted in old world knowledge.  They continue to evolve through positive 
science in complexity, depth and understanding.  How to hoe beans and ferment kraut are also 
tied to earth production and management rhythms.  We must not forget the ‘feel’ of how to act.  
Steiner might refer to this as being ‘clair-sentient’, others in general but no less conscious terms 
speak of becoming ‘eco-aware’ or ‘earth-aware’.  Much depends on retaining and passing along 
keen powers of observation, intuition, and understanding with the feel of ‘now’ action. 

7. Ethics of co-operation:  What to do with surplus is the biggest indicator of one’s or a group’s 
human evolution and morality.  Making time for others in need is even a greater indicator.  
Permaculture is largely about sharing, learning and serving at the grass roots level.  How our fiscal 
debts are paid is another necessary bridge to cross…hopefully starting in small groups and 
communities using barter or non-debt based currency. 

 
Major Case Studies will be reviewed as examples of the above Strategies successfully applied.  Case 
Studies include but are not limited to: Home Alive! at Everdale, Black Creek Urban Market Farm, 
Cherryvale Organic Farm, Milton Eco-tech Villages, Outaouais Environmental Campus in Gatineau, and 
Whole Village in Caledon. 
 
Concerns going forward revolve around education and implementation.  Students of all ages should be 
exposed to greater cross-disciplinary education in ecology, agrology, social development, urban planning 
and food marketing.  Even more, everyone needs to learn permaculture in action, melding urban eco-
agriculture, soil science, cultural geography and agricultural-ecology in courses and practical experience.   
 
Lastly within design practice, during implementation, clients need to NOT CHANGE PLANS without 
consultation and further immerse themselves in permaculture principles and ecological design.  The best 
time to change plans is before this during the design process.  Plans can be changed afterward…but not 
willy nilly, rather after careful consideration of intended and unintended consequences.  Only then can a 
plan stand on firm ground against the test of time, under the guardianship of respectful oversight.  
 

About Doug Barnes  
EcoEdge Design Ltd., and Permaculture Institute of Eastern Ontario 
 
About Brenda Dolling 
Brenda Dolling grew up on a mixed, conventional farm in Oakville and has returned 
to farming after a career in education. Co-creating an ecovillage using permaculture 
principles is a culmination of her values and dreams. 
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About Shantree Kacera, D.N., Ph.D. 
Shantree Kacera is an ecological herbalist, forest garden designer and educator, 
permaculture specialist and regeneration researcher. He is the founder and co-
director of The Living Centre (1983), and Living Arts Institute, a 50-acre 
permaculture educational centre located in Carolinian Canada growing 1,000 
species of edible and medicinal plants and trees, with one of the oldest forest 
gardens in Canada.  Shantree started designing and planting his forest garden 
about 30 years ago, which is now considered one of the oldest forest gardens in Canada. 
 
Shantree received his doctorate in Nutritional Medicine and Herbalism in the 70′s. Since then his passion 
and study has led him to explore the benefits of a high-energy bioregional approach to organic nutrition.  
As a past Vice-President of the Ontario Herbalists’ Association, Shantree served on the OHA board for 10 
years and has been a member for over 25 years. 
 
Shantree is the author of numerous books and courses, which are offered through The Living Centre and 
are used through various schools and institutes in North America. Shantree is an internationally celebrated 
visionary, author, educator, nutritional researcher and world peace worker. 
Further contact information: Spirit of the Earth, The Living Centre & Living Arts Institute (est. 1983), 5871 
Bells Rd., London, Ontario  N6P 1P3  Email: info@thelivingcentre.com; Website: www.thelivingcentre.com 
 

About Brad Peterson 
Brad Peterson M.L.A., B.Sc., OALA, CSLA.  Brad Peterson Environmental Management 
and Landscape Architecture 
 
 
About Jennifer Osborn 
Jennifer grew up fascinated by the natural world, especially animals. Art training with a specialization in 
scientific and nature illustration lead her to animal husbandry and organic farming. She did her 
Permaculture Design Certificate in 2007, an advanced Design Course in 2011 and Teacher Training in 2012 
with Dave Jacke and she continues to teach.  
 
Additional training includes Nature Connection, Landscape Design and direct observation of the world 
around her. She combines permaculture, nature connection, naturalist skills, creative thinking and hands 
on knowledge with domestic and wild animals to provide a well-rounded ecosystem view. Tracking, 
agroforestry, art, animals, and design inform her practice while exploring the overlap of permaculture, 
creativity, and economy. Being a small farmer of sheep and chickens also helps give insight to into current 
farming issues. Jennifer offers courses, and consultations. Contact Information:  www.allsortsacre.ca 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 

 
 
Seminar D                      PCH – South         1:15 PM – 4:15 PM 
 
National GMO Impacts Symposium & Action Plan 
By Ken Roseboro 
Panel: Dag Falck, Maureen Kirkpatrick, Lisa Mumm, and Lucy Sharrat   
Moderated by Lauren Baker 
 

Assessment of GMO impacts on organic production with resulting industry solutions.  Ken Roseboro and 
learned panel will discuss GMO technology in a public forum. 
 

mailto:info@thelivingcentre.com
http://www.thelivingcentre.com/
mailto:www.allsortsacre.ca
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Session Notes (Ken Roseboro): 
The United States regulatory system to approve genetically modified crops and foods is under the 
auspices of three agencies: Department of Agriculture’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service 
(USDA-APHIS), Food & Drug Administration (FDA), and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).  
 
The weaknesses of this regulatory system have been written about extensively. For example, GM 
herbicide resistant crops are regulated by USDA, yet insect resistant GM crops are regulated by EPA as 
plant pesticides. GM animals are regulated by the FDA as veterinary drugs.  
 
To date, APHIS has “deregulated” 82 GM crops and has never failed to deregulate one GM crop. As an 
example of how poor APHIS’s regulations are, one of the pending applications for deregulation is a GM 
bentgrass developed by Monsanto and the Scotts Company. This bentgrass escaped field trials in Oregon 
and has been found growing wild in locations in the eastern part of the state. Scotts was even fined by the 
EPA for these releases, yet the company’s application is still listed as pending by APHIS.   
 
Controversial GM crops currently being reviewed by APHIS include 2,4-D tolerant GM corn and soybeans 
from Dow AgroSciences and dicamba-tolerant GM soybeans from Monsanto. Weed scientists are 
concerned that introduction of these crops will lead to significant increases in the use of 2,4-D and 
dicamba herbicides, which are highly toxic and can damage other crops because of their tendency to drift.  
 
Genetically modified crops are a major threat to the integrity of organic farming and foods. GM corn and 
alfalfa are especially a threat because of cross pollination with organic and non-GMO counterparts.  
 
Because of the contamination threat, corn breeders in the US have developed corn varieties with a trait 
called gametophytic incompatibility that disallows cross pollination from neighboring corn. These “gene 
blocking” corn varieties are being developed for organic and non-GMO production. One US seed company, 
Blue River Hybrids, now sells “PuraMaize” corn varieties for organic production.  
 
Another US seed company, Brownseed Genetics, has developed a program called Purity Plus that aims to 
produce pure non-GMO corn seed for organic production.  
 
GM alfalfa represents a major threat to organic farming because alfalfa is used for feed for dairy cows and 
in crop rotations to build soil fertility. As a result of its importance, organic and non-GMO alfalfa seed 
companies led by the Center for Food Safety filed a lawsuit to ban production of GM alfalfa. In 2007, a US 
federal judge overturned the approval of GM alfalfa and forced the USDA to conduct an environmental 
impact statement (EIS) on the crop. USDA completed this EIS in 2010 and the agency then deregulated GM 
alfalfa again.  
 
In the wake of the deregulation, USDA created the Advisory Committee on Biotechnology & 21st Century 
Agriculture (AC21) to foster “coexistence” among GM, non-GMO, and organic farmers. AC21 included 
representatives from the US organic agriculture community.  
 
AC21 recently released a much-criticized report recommending that organic and non-GMO conventional 
farmers pay for crop insurance or self-insure themselves against unwanted GMO contamination. The 
National Organic Coalition asserted that this proposal allows USDA and the agricultural biotechnology 
industry to abdicate responsibility for preventing GMO contamination while making the victim of GMO 
pollution pay for damages resulting from transgenic contamination.  
 
Session Notes (Dag Falck): 
As a certified organic manufacturer, Nature’s Path Foods sees the challenges facing the organic food 
product movement daily.  Keeping GMOs contained, and away from products (and consumers) that do not 
want them is challenging, cost money and is an unfair burden on those who only want to eat regular 
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normal food that has not been tampered with by industrial chemically assisted agri-giants.  In this session 
we will explore how we can continue to work together to keep GMOs out, work towards organic being 
recognized as needing protection, and creating a food system in Canada that provides safe food for all 
tastes and preferences. 
Resources: www.nongmoproject.org    
 
Session Notes (Maureen Kirkpatrick): The Non-GMO Project 
The Non-GMO Project is a non-profit organization committed to preserving and building sources of non-
GMO products, educating consumers, and providing verified non-GMO choices. 
 
The Non-GMO Project offers North America's only third party verification for products produced according 
to rigorous best practices for GMO avoidance. The Non-GMO Project requires that every single batch of 
major risk ingredient used in a verified product (e.g. those derived from corn, soy, etc.) is tested before 
use, and is below our action threshold of 0.9%. For a complete list of Non-GMO Project Verified Products 
or to learn more about the standard, please visit: www.nongmoproject.org 

 
 
 
 

 
Session Notes (Lisa Mumm): 
Organic food and farming is under immediate threat from genetically modified alfalfa. Although GM alfalfa 
has yet to be introduced in Canada, it has been grown in the US since 2011.  This presents a unique 
challenge to Canadian forage producers , as both seed and hay imports present a risk of contamination. 
We must work together to ban the importation of GM alfalfa or GM contaminated alfalfa into Canada, and 
prohibit testing, commercial release or any other introduction of GM alfalfa into Canada.  
 
Farmers are asked to contact CBAN to add their testimonials of how GM alfalfa would impact their farm. 
SOD and CBAN are also currently researching the value of alfalfa in Canada, please send us your 
information about the value of alfalfa on your farm. Email: coordinator@cban.ca 
Resources: 
www.oapf.saskorganic.com 
www.cban.ca 
 
Session Notes (Lucy Sharratt): Update on GM Crops and Regulation in Canada 
Only a few GM crops are currently grown in Canada: GM corn (field and sweet corn), canola, soy and 
white sugar beet. GM alfalfa plantings were allowed in the US as of January 2011 and so alfalfa poses a 
contamination threat even though the GM alfalfa seed (Roundup Ready) is not yet legal to sell in Canada. 
Late last year Canada approved genetically engineered 2,4-D tolerant and dicamba tolerant crops. GM 
alfalfa, a GM "non-browning" apple and a fast-growing GM Atlantic salmon all threaten to be introduced 
this year in Canada.  
 
The regulatory system in Canada remains unchanged from its original and highly-critiqued form (see the 
2001 Royal Society of Canada Expert Panel on the Future of Food Biotechnology). Health Canada and the 
Canadian Food Inspection Agency regulate for human health safety and environmental release 
respectively and do so in a secret process that relies on corporate data classified as "Confidential Business 
Information". There is no consultation with the public or with farmers in the product review process. In 
fact, GMOs can be reviewed by our regulatory agencies without any public notice. For example, Health 
Canada refuses to confirm or deny if they are currently assessing the GM Atlantic salmon for food safety. 
 
Trade policy continues to guide the regulation of GMOs in Canada as seen in the proposed policy to accept 

http://www.nongmoproject.org/
http://www.nongmoproject.org/
mailto:coordinator@cban.ca
http://www.oapf.saskorganic.com/
http://www.cban.ca/
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"Low Level Presence" of imports that contain a level of contamination from GM foods that are not yet 
approved by Health Canada. After 17 years of GM crops in Canada, our government is moving even 
further away from public regulation.  
 
From Concern to Action: Protecting organic food and farming requires a strong campaign to stop new GM 
crops as well as an ongoing campaign to deal with those crops already in the fields. The Canadian 
Biotechnology Action Network (CBAN) continues to work with our Member groups such as the National 
Farmers Union and the Saskatchewan Organic Directorate as well as with other groups in the organic 
sector to fight GM alfalfa in particular. Stopping GM alfalfa is Canada is necessary in order to protect 
organics but the campaign also provides the movement with an important opportunity to come together. 
The campaigns against GM crops and foods can educate organic consumers about the importance of their 
choices and can help maintain consumer confidence in organics.  
 
Groups and businesses are asked to sign on to the No GM Alfalfa campaign and to participate actively in 
the campaign. The campaign is particularly urgent in 2013 as the Canadian Seed Trade Association is 
working to develop a "co-existence" plan for GM and non-GM alfalfa such that GM alfalfa can be 
introduced in Ontario. All Ontario farming organizations are called on to take action with organizations 
across Canada. CBAN and Member groups carry GM alfalfa action postcards and other materials.  
 

 
 
Resources: www.cban.ca/alfalfa  

 
 
 
 
 
 

About Dag Falck 
Dag Falck, the Organic Program Manager for Nature’s Path Foods, promotes organic as a solution to 
modern challenges and is an active participant in private, NGO and government organic initiatives working 
towards healthy environments, clean and healthy food, and great natural taste. 
 Nature’s Path is a founding member of the Non-GMO Project and Dag is currently a board member. 
NATURE'S PATH FOODS Inc., 9100 Van Horne Way, Richmond, BC V6X 1W3  Tel: 250.379.2244 
 

 
 

http://www.cban.ca/alfalfa
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About Maureen Kirkpatrick 
Maureen Kirkpatrick is one of sixty-eight members of The Big Carrot Natural Food Market, a worker-
owned cooperative retailer. The Big Carrot is Ontario’s first certified Organic retailer and one of the 
founding members of the Non-GMO Project. In addition to the board of the Non-GMO Project Maureen 
proudly serves on the board of The Big Carrot as well as the Organic Council of Ontario.The Big Carrot, 348 
Danforth Ave., Toronto.  Website: www.thebigcarrot.ca  
 
About Lisa Mumm 
Lisa Mumm was raised on her family’s organic alfalfa seed farm, and is a fourth 
generation farmer. Together with her parents, Jim & Maggie Mumm, she runs the 
family farm and business, Mumm’s Sprouting Seeds. She is a member of the 
Saskatchewan Organic Directorate’s Organic Agriculture Protection Fund Committee, 
and a supporter of the Canadian Biotechnology Action Network.  
Mumm's Sprouting Seeds, Box 80, Parkside SK, S0J 2A0 Tel: 306.747.2935 Website: 
www.sprouting.com  
 
About Ken Roseboro 
Ken Roseboro, editor and publisher The Organic & Non-GMO Report and The Non-GMO Sourcebook and 
author of Genetically Altered Foods and Your Health and The Organic Food Handbook both published by 
Basic Health Publications. He is a member of the board of directors of the Iowa Organic Association. 
 
About Lucy Sharratt 
Coordinator, Canadian Biotechnology Action Network 
Website: www.cban.ca   Email: coordinator@cban.ca 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 
 
 

The Keynote Forum     Thornbrough Hall Auditorium     7:30PM – 9:30PM 
 
The Greening of Agriculture 
By Melissa Baer, Lisa Mumm and Arjan Stephens 
 

This forum will capture the enthusiasm of youth, their capital needs and generational challenges.  Result: 
a vision of those transformations we might all hope to see in modern farming.  
 
About Melissa Baer 
Melissa Baer was born on the farm in Baden, a farm that’s been in her family for two 
hundred years. She studied business and social science at the University of Western 
Ontario. After graduating, she started Vibrant Farms (www.vibrantfarms.com) in 
Waterloo Region. She has been described as a passionate, fast-talking lover of 
farmers and an avid, successful athlete. She enjoys spending time in her rubber 
boots as much as she does in pearls and stilettos. 
 
About Lisa Mumm 
Lisa Mumm was raised on her family’s organic seed and sheep farm, and is a fourth 
generation farmer. She is passionate about everything organic, from seeds and soil 
to marketing and promotion.  Together with her parents, Jim & Maggie Mumm, she 
runs the family farm and business, Mumm’s Sprouting Seeds. When Lisa isn’t 
growing seed in the field, selling seed from the office, or sprouting seed into sprouts 
and microgreens, she loves gardening, and wild harvesting, and spending time with her horses.

http://www.thebigcarrot.ca/
http://www.sprouting.com/
http://www.cban.ca/
mailto:coordinator@cban.ca
http://www.vibrantfarms.com/
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Saturday, February 2nd, 2013                
 

McNaughton 113     9:30 AM – 10:30 AM 

Controlling Weeds in Organic Cropping Systems 
By Roger Rivest  
 
This workshop will present photos and information on weeding equipment, techniques and timing for 
weed management.  Cover crops and rotations for field crops and vegetables will also be discussed. 
 
About Roger Rivest 
Roger Rivest, Rivest Farms (Essex) Ltd.,  has farmed 700 acres conventionally since 
1973. He also raised 150 sows farrow to finish.   
He has been certified since 1990, growing corn soybeans, spelt, oats, SRWW. 
Roger started marketing grains for organic growers in 2000 and has toured organic 
farms all over North America. 
Roger is also a board member with EFO and a member of GOG. 

• Marketer for Keystone Grain (Grain Marketing) 
• Roger Rivest Marketing Ltd. (sales of organic liquid, & granular fertilizers, seed 

inoculants, cover crops) 
 

•••••••••••••••••• 
 
 

Thornbrough 1307    9:30 AM – 10:30 AM 

Attaining Organic Certification in your Livestock Operation 
By Gary Lean & Bill Barkley 
  
This one hour session is designed for the livestock producer  
who is considering organic certification or in the process of 
transitioning with the Canada Organic Regime (COR).  
The session will provide:  

• Some facts on industry opportunity and guidance in selecting your market 
• An overview of the Organic Livestock Standards and Canada Organic Regime 
• An understanding of the Certification Process, including finding a certifier 
• Accessing additional resource information 
• An open question and answer session 

About Gary Lean and Bill Barkley 
Both Bill and Garry are experienced organic livestock inspectors and are active members 
of IOIA (International Organic Inspectors Association). Bill is the Chair of the IOIA 

Canadian Committee and Garry is a Past Chair of the IOIA Board of Directors and a 
trainer for the IOIA Training Institute. They are independent inspectors and provide 
contract services for a number of accredited organic certifiers.   
Email: barkhm5@magma.ca 
Email: garrylean@gmail.com 

            
 

mailto:barkhm5@magma.ca
mailto:garrylean@gmail.com
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Thornbrough 1200    9:30 AM – 10:30 AM 
 
The $100 Food Forest: Getting a Practical Start 
By Jennifer Osborn 
 

The $100 Food Forest is a learning and teaching tool that makes a perennial food system to accessible to 
all. It will cover: 

 a basic overview of the ethics and principles of permaculture 
 the layers of a forest including some local plants 
 roles of plants in an eco-system 
 the common plants used in the $100 Food Forest, their roles, and uses 
 the planting plan for the $100 Food Forest 
 how the plants work together 
 when they are harvested and their uses 

 
The $100 Food Forest uses common plants that can be found in most garden centres across the country 
that can be planted in a 10' x 10' space - small enough that is can be planted in even tiny spaces, and a 
plant price tag of $100 or so. The $100 Food Forest can be modified as further understanding and learning 
takes place about perennial food systems. The aim is of the $100 Food Forest is to help bring 
permaculture into backyards and community spaces across the country in an accessible and 
understandable format. For more information please go to: http://allsortsacre.ca/consultations/100-food-
forest/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About Jennifer Osborn 
Jennifer grew up fascinated by the natural world, especially animals. Art training with a specialization in 
scientific and nature illustration lead her to animal husbandry and organic farming. She did her 
Permaculture Design Certificate in 2007, an advanced Design Course in 2011 and Teacher Training in 2012 
with Dave Jacke and she continues to teach.  
 
Additional training includes Nature Connection, Landscape Design and direct observation of the world 
around her. She combines permaculture, nature connection, naturalist skills, creative thinking and hands 
on knowledge with domestic and wild animals to provide a well-rounded ecosystem view. Tracking, 
agroforestry, art, animals, and design inform her practice while exploring the overlap of permaculture, 
creativity, and economy. Being a small farmer of sheep and chickens also helps give insight to into current 
farming issues. Jennifer offers courses, and consultations. Contact Information:  www.allsortsacre.ca 

http://allsortsacre.ca/consultations/100-food-forest/
http://allsortsacre.ca/consultations/100-food-forest/
mailto:www.allsortsacre.ca
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  UC442                    9:30 AM - 10:30 AM 

Marketing the Organic Message: Follow the Trends 
By Susan Ratz 
 
Summary 
Marketing includes your product, how it is priced, where it can be purchased, who sells it, and how it is 
promoted.  This presentation focuses on promotion. 
 
Consider the challenges organic products can face:  Challenges include price, convenience, production 
costs, not being seen as essential and consumer confusion.  Design your marketing efforts to help address 
or minimize these concerns as possible.   
 
Define who your ideal customer is – use as a guide for how you market and what you communicate:  
Consider basics such as gender, age, education level, income level and geographic location.  More 
advanced – define personality, attitudes, behaviours, and hobbies.  Define their motivation to purchase 
organics – concern for the environment and/or health?  Level of commitment?  Sensitivity to local vs. 
international sources?  GMO concerns? 
 
Have a plan – even a simple one:  Create a chart by month that notes last years’ revenue and marketing 
activities.  Develop revenue goals by month for the current year.  List the marketing efforts and budget 
you will do to support these revenue goals.  ** A plan helps you be proactive vs. reactive. 
 
Pros of Online Marketing Tools:  Additional opportunities to interact with existing and future customers.  
Can be systematic.  Low cost of entry.  Customizable.  Updates are easier – less reliance on paid 
professionals.  Cons – Time intensive.  An overwhelming list of options. 
 
Some Online Marketing Tools Defined & Tips 
Website: The foundation of your online presence.  Should be easy to navigate.  Not too much copy & use 
bullets and headings to make it quick to read.  You should be able to do your own updates.  Use a tool 
such as Google Analytics to monitor traffic and behavior. 
Blog: An area where you post content such as articles, recipes etc. related to your product/service.  Keep 
it focused on the consumer in topic and how you write.  Plan articles ahead especially for busy times.  At 
minimum post 1-2 per month.  Include links to other areas of your website as much as possible.  Best to 
have blog incorporated within website vs. sending to another online location. 
Opt-Ins: Areas where individuals can sign up for a specific offer or item – for example - your e-newsletter.  
Helps you build a database of interested customers.  Allows for systematic communication.  Consider 
online systems such as Mail Chimp, Constant Contact, Aweber or 1shoppingcart. 
Autoresponders: Automated message robots.  A series of messages that will be sent out when someone 
completes a specific action – such as registering for your e-newsletter.  For example, when an individual 
signs up for your e-newsletter they could receive… immediately- a welcome message / 5 days later - tips 
on how to use your product  / 10 days later – a recipe related to your product. 
Electronic Newsletters: A great way to educate your followers.  Aim to be strategic and consistent.  Start 
with a structure.  Plan ahead.  Weekly is ideal but may not be realistic – consider a bi-weekly or monthly 
schedule. 
Social Media: (includes Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube, Etsy, Pintrest  etc.)  The cost is in the time 
spent doing updates & interacting.  Focus on the outlets where you are most likely to find your customers.  
(With Twitter learn how to use hashtags especially for your city/town + key topics.)  Follow others to get 
ideas/ see level of activity.  A good mobile phone makes updates and monitoring easier.  Use tools such as 
Tweetdeck or Hootsuite to help schedule posts and monitor activity.  (Be aware of the pros and cons to 
scheduling posts.)  Don’t ignore your website completely if you are more active on social media. 
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Virtual Assistant: An individual who provides assistance remotely.  Communication may be by email, 
Skype or phone.  Assists with a specific task or a variety of tasks.  Eg. Monitoring social media, assisting 
with sending e-newsletters, organizing webinars etc.   
 
Overall Advice…  Be as consistent as possible.  Do what you can.  Don’t get overwhelmed. 
 

About Susan Ratz 
Susan Ratz of Milkweed Marketing specializes in providing virtual marketing support 
for green inspired businesses. Her business background, as well as her marketing and 
not-for-profit experience helps small business owners find and keep customers while 
generating more revenue. 
Website:  www.milkweedmarketing.com     Email:  susan@milkweedmarketing.com  
 
•••••••••••••••••• 
 
 

    McNaughton 105      9:30 AM - 10:30 AM 

From the Ground Up: Building Your Resilient Farm-Centric Community 
By Angie Koch 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 
      
                                                                                                                             

        McNaughton 113   11:00 AM – 12:00 PM 
 
How to Have Your Crop Inputs Approved for Organic Certification 
By Dave Lockman       
 
The marketing of organic products in North America is governed by Canadian Food Inspection Agency in 
Canada and the USDA-National Organic Program in the United States.  The United-States and Canada 
currently have an equivalency trade arrangement for the import and export of organic products.  The 
Canada-US organic equivalency arrangement includes only the trade of organic products.  Organic 
products grown in the United-States (or under the NOP) must be grown with inputs which are permitted 
under the NOP organic standards.  Organic products grown in the Canada (or under the Canadian Organic 
Regime) must be grown with inputs which are permitted under Canadian Organic Standards Permitted 
Substances Lists.   
 
Under both programs, it is the responsibility of the producers and handlers to provide to their certifying 
body a complete list of inputs and substances used in the production and handling or organic products.  
These inputs and substances must be approved by a producers’ certifying body before they may be in use 
in organic production or handling. 
 
In the United-States, under the NOP, a Policy Memorandum dated January 21, 2011 states the approved 
methods for reviewing the compliance of inputs and substances under the USDA-NOP and include the 
following: 

1. Verify the product complies by evaluating the product and all of the ingredients within the product 
(e.g., contacting the supplier/formulator, manufacturer to obtain full disclosure of the ingredients in 
the product);  

2. Consult with another certifying body who has evaluated the product and accept that the certifying 
agent’s determination of the product’s compliance with NOP regulations.  

http://www.milkweedmarketing.com/
mailto:susan@milkweedmarketing.com
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3. Consult with a reputable third party source (e.g. the EPA, the Organic Materials Review Institute 
(OMRI) that evaluates the product’s compliance with the NOP regulations, and accept their 
determination).  

 
In Canada, under the Canada Organic Regime, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency issued a Directive on 
January 4, 2011 (Directive 10-6) concerning the approval of inputs in organic agriculture.  The CFIA 
directive states that “the OPR (Organic Products Regulation 2009) does not provide the authority for CB’s 
to certify, approve or permit non-agricultural products or services”.  The directive further states that 
“Certifying Bodies must verify that all inputs used in the production and processing of the agricultural 
product are those set out in, and used in the manner described in CAN/CGSB.311 (Permitted Substances 
Lists).  This includes the verification of inputs or products bearing claims such as “approved” or “permitted 
for use in organic agriculture”.   
 
In the United-States and in Canada, an input can approved for use in organic production by providing to 
the producers’ certifying body, complete information on an input (product formulation, complete 
ingredient disclosure, restriction annotation requirements, etc.) verifying the requirements under the 
respective organic standards.  In the United-States, an input supplier may subject their input to a review 
by a USDA-NOP Accredited certifying agent or third party recognized by the USDA-NOP.  This review 
would be recognized by other certifying agents.  In Canada, an input supplier may subject their input to a 
review by a CFIA Accredited certifying body (CB), with the understanding the review is not being 
conducted under the oversight of the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) and may not be recognized 
by other CFIA CB’s.  This review would facilitate the approval of the input in conjunction with the organic 
production plan for producers holding organic certification from the CB which conducted the review.    
 

About Dave Lockman 
Dave Lockman, MBA, P.Ag. is a Certification Manager for Pro-Cert Organic Systems Ltd.  
Pro-Cert Organic Systems Ltd. is an Organic Certifying Body accredited by the Canadian 
Food Inspection Agency, the USDA-National Organic Program and the Ministry Japan 
Minister for Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries and the Committee on Accreditation for 
Evaluation of Quality (CAEQ). 
 
••••••••••••••••••           
 
 

Thornbrough 1307  11:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Pastured Pig Primer 
By Tarrah Young 
 
In one short hour, we’ll attempt an overview of the process and art of pasturing pigs. 
 The workshop is designed to be all-inclusive - so whether you are a new entrant or have 
some experience with pigs already, the workshop will have info which will help you 
either start, or improve your operation.   
 
Issues to be addressed will include: 

 Some context&  history of pastured pigs 

 Breed selection 

 Reasons for pasturing 

 Feed/the essentials (grain) & supplementary options (whey, fruit, nuts, etc.) 

 Categories of pig pastures 

 Examples of pasturing systems 
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 Direct marketing 

 Budgeting 
 
Some resources which will be discussed during the workshop: 
 
1. Sample pricing tool  

This is an example of how to price your product so that it meets your financial goals.  Start with your 
financial goal and work your way down to a price per pound so that you ensure your enterprise is worth 
your time.  Note that these numbers are very specific to each farm and each operation will have different 
goals and different costs of production. 

 

 

2. Example of a ½ pig:  Sugar Mountain Farm 
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3. Important weight conversions 

There are three weights for a hog: live ("on the hoof"); dressed (carcass weight, hanging weight); and 
packaged (processed into the cuts normally seen at the retail meat market). 

The dressed weight (the hog is skinned and eviscerated) is about 70% of live weight. 

The packaged weight is about 57% of live weight. 

To determine how much meat is available from a live hog after processing (which removes the hide, 
trotters and other non-consumable parts of the animal), multiply the live weight by 0.57. 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 

 
 

             Thornbrough 1200  11:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

The Permaculture Life: Creating Your Self-Sufficient Organic Dream 
Home 
By Ingrid Cryns 
 

Summary 
Consumers looking to live self-sufficiently as well as build sustainably with healthy materials, (a new 
home, renovate an existing one or add an addition in the country, or city), along with new or existing 
farmers interested in organic, sustainable building practices for their accessory buildings or additions. 
  
This is a jam-packed, one hour, highly visual, PowerPoint presentation primer on building organically in a 
permaculture landscape with a special emphasis on building with local, biodegradable, natural materials 
such as wood, straw and clay. With increasing food allergies, chemical sensitivities, asthma & ADHD 
escalating in children, weather instability and energy resources depleting, it is imperative that we to learn 
how to build smarter, healthier, more energy efficient, in greater relationship with the land and local 
gardens and with greater awareness of the more ‘organic’ choices.   
We will touch on the following topics: 

 Permaculture, the Landscape and Organic Building - Permaculture Design Principles Intro, Zone O: 
House, Property selection essentials… 

 Sustainable Building Primer - Lowest Embodied Energy, Low Carbon Footprint, Sustainable Energy 
systems, Greenwashing… 

 Passive Solar Principals - solar orientation + optimize passive solar & internal heat gain, airtight, 
super insulate, eliminate thermal bridges, energy or heat recovery ventilation, energy modelling 
program calculations, air flow principles, natural lighting… 

 Healthy, Non-Toxic, Building Materials - 7 zones of a healthy home; floors, walls, cabinetry, air 
quality, furnishings, water quality, electrical/EMF and building with wood/straw/earth basics….. 

 Environmental Invisible Energies - Electrical, EMF’s, geopathic and more as well as clearing, 
transmuting, healing, protection… 

 Self-Sufficiency and Accessory Buildings - Chicken coop, cold cellar, greenhouse, solar shower, tool 
shed… 

 
A lot of information will be presented in this very comprehensive and condensed talk.  There will be small 
booklets available for sale at the talk (at a discounted rate), at our booth or from our website that have 
more depth content of some of the above.  There will also be announcements for upcoming workshops 
and seminars (in relation to these subjects) that you can sign up for at the conference (and up to 1 week 
after) at a special reduced rate.  Click on the Seminars & Workshops Event link on our website for 
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upcoming 2013 Events. www.somaearth.com Questions can be answered during the lunch period at 12 
noon, at our booth during the weekend (Basement #83) or email us at info@somaearth.com 
 
About Ingrid Cryns 
This presentation is given by Ingrid Cryns, BES, B Arch, OAA, CBT, Principal and Founding 
Director of soma earth (2000).  soma earth is a holistic company which includes a broad 
scope of services and products that supports the building of  relationships between body, 
mind, soul and the built environment.  soma earth ARCHITECT (2006), soma earth 
TEACHINGS (2012) & soma earth COMMUNITY (2012) are all part of the soma earth 
organization.  Ingrid has over 20 years of experience running and managing a variety of 
complex projects from small houses, renovations, additions and multi-residential housing to large (up to 
$12ML) community centres, museums, performing arts centres and commercial projects. With a unique 
specialty in straw bale and straw clay, natural building systems, Ingrid has been the Project Architect of six 
straw bale buildings in Ontario.  She is the Vice President of the Ontario Straw Bale Building Coalition 
(since 2009) and Co-Founder of the Uxbridge Dowsing & Geomancy Connections. Ingrid is a highly 
sensitive, intuitive empath and can read and sense body, building & earth energies. Ingrid moved out of 
the city to the country, an hour northeast of Toronto, over 2.5 years ago, and has started to live self-
sufficiently due to her passion to be more connected with Nature as well as her own chemical and food 
sensitivities.  She has built her own small straw & clay studio office space, chicken coop, mini-cold cellar 
and organic garden on her property. 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 
 

 
      UC 442             11:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

 
Organic Claims / Natural Claims: Sorting Through the Confusion 
By Dag Falck 
 
Organic growing and processing was developed with standards and repeatable systems as an alternative 
to conventional agriculture.  Some early farmers thought there had to be a better way and pioneered the 
organic system we have in place today.  Organic has become recognized as something that provides real 
ways to avoid polluting, avoiding pesticide residues, and protecting farmland and farmers.  When products 
that are labeled “natural” are displacing organic products, the solutions delivered by organic are lost.  Find 
out why organic is the gold standard, and why organic delivers more. 
 

About Dag Falck 
Dag Falck, the Organic Program Manager for Nature’s Path Foods promotes organic as a solution to 
modern challenges and is an active participant in private, NGO and government organic initiatives working 
towards healthy environments, clean and healthy food, and great natural taste. 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 
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        McNaughton 105    11:00 AM - 12:00 PM  

Learning from the Past: Haudenosaunee Garden Practices for a 
Productive Future  
By Richard Hill 
 

This will be an illustrated lecture on the origin and history of organic farming among the Hodinohson:ni 
(People of the Longhouse – Seneca, Cayuga, Onondaga, Oneida, Mohawk and Tuscarora Nations).  
Starting with the origin of foods and the instructions about their use that came from our Creation Story, 
we will track the oral history on our philosophy of cultivation, as well as examine the historical changes in 
our gardens as a result of colonization.  
 
Summary: 

 Origin of Foods in Our Creation Story 
o Sunflower as the First Food Plant 
o Origin of the Three Sisters – Corn, Beans and Squash 
o Our Original Instructions 

 Food and Plants as Medicine 
o Spiritual and Medicinal Values of Heritage Foods 
o Relationship of Women and Foods 

 Annual Cycle of Ceremonies 
o Varieties of crops 
o Eating Foods in Season 
o Ceremonial Calendar 

 Science of Mound Agriculture 
o Underlying philosophy of traditional cultivation practices 
o Sharing Research of Dr. Jane Mt. Pleasant, Agronomist, Cornell University on crops yields 

from mound agriculture without use of fertilizers or ploughing.  

 Hodinohson:ni Health Crisis from Bad Foods 
o New World Syndrome 
o Restoring Hodinohson:ni Nutrition  and Traditional Food Preparation Practices 

 Rebuilding Our Gardens 
o Sharing Notes from Clayton Brascoupe, Traditional Native American Farmers Association 

movement to preserve and protect indigenous heirloom seeds.  
o Healthy Eating 
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Figure 1: Annual Cycle by Cindy Martin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Corn Types 

 
About Richard Hill 
Richard W. Hill, Sr., Deyohahage Indigenous Knowledge Centre at Six Nations Polytechnic, Ohsweken, 
Ontario. 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 
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     McNaughton 113       1:30 PM – 3:00 PM 

Organic Crop Quality - Getting the Best Quality and Yield from a Crop 
is Every Farmers' Desire 
By Ruth Knight 
 

Getting the best yield and quality from a crop is every farmers’ desire. This presentation will review a 
number of fertility and other agronomic factors that affect crop quality and yields. The speaker will 
present lessons learned from the field and provide a checklist of the opportunities a grower may be 
missing to get better quality and yields from their farms. 

About Ruth Knight 
Ruth Knight (Organic Consultant Inc.) is an independent consultant who has been 
providing advisory services to a diversity of ecological or certified organic farms since 
2005. Ruth received a Bachelor of Science in Agriculture and Masters of Science from 
the University of Guelph. Ruth guides farmers on how to grow higher yields and 
quality while building or maintaining soil health. Soil management is an investment 
and Ruth provides interpretation to help ensure that the time and money invested is 
put towards the priority issues that will provide the best returns. Ruth also has 
experience inspecting farms and has a good working relationship with certification 
bodies. This helps growers navigate the certification and approval process for the 
organic crop plan as well as inputs. 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 

 
 

           Thornbrough 1307    1:30 PM - 3:00 PM 
 
Organic Pasture Management: Forages, Rotations and Ration 
Formulations 
By Eric Bowman and Jack Kyle 

 
Pasture-Vegetarian Beef (Eric Bowman): 
Pasture has been an integral part of our farming practice for 4 generations. This just goes to show you that 
what is old is new again. When we were dairy farming we used rotational pastures but supplemented the 
cattle with dry hay and corn silage/grain. 2005 marked a major shift on the farm as we moved from dairy 
to beef and transitioned the farm to certified organic.  
 
With this change, we increased our herd of cattle from 40-60 cows and the pastureland from 11 to 21 
acres. At this point we were using 6 paddocks of approximately 3-4 acres per paddock. Each paddock 
provided approximately 3 days of pasture plus dry hay. This amount did not satisfy our herd requirements 
so another 10 acres was added to the pasture land. This piece was once again divided into 6 paddocks of 
approximately 1.5 acres. Each of these paddocks was divided into 3 and the cattle received a new 1/3 
every day.  Still a problem with overgrazing.  
 
The herd numbers (all ages) increased over a period of 5 years and in 2012 we found the need for more 
pasture. At this point the generation of experience met the generation of new technology and research. 
All three of these qualities are essential to provide adequate "food for the cattle. The fourth generation of 
Bowman (Aaron) provided new thought on how to create the fourth pasture.  
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The first step was new-perimeter fencing and a water system for this 20 acre field. This proved to be costly 
and time consuming at the onset but factored over 25 years it will be a very profitable expansion. We used 
some of our previously planted fall rye (5 acres) for pasturing in the spring. The remaining 15 acres of 
pasture was a refurbished old hay field. The introduction of tumble wheels and reels (front and back 
fence) makes the daily moving much more efficient. It also allows for two changes per day thereby 
reducing treading damage and improved utilization. The main goal of expanding pasture land is the 
benefits associated with proper rest periods. We noted a definite increase in production per acre.  
 
Thinking ahead, Aaron suggested pasturing grazing corn. With this in mind one of the original 6 paddocks 
previously spring grazed with fall rye (2012) was planted to corn silage. The 3-4 acre paddock was divided 
once more and each of these halves would be divided daily into 66 foot pieces. In September the cattle 
(55 cows and25 calves) were turned into the corn and 44 more days of pasture was achieved. In previous 
years we would have fed 100-150 dry 5 foot round bales to supplement the pasture. This new system 
saved the use of hay equipment and man hours.  
 
We raise our own replacement heifers and steers to market age. These animals have been presently 
broken into three separate groups which consist of grounding replacement heifer/steers, finishing steers 
and specialty breeds. The on farm market gave us more opportunity to control the marketing of our 
product. After the success of our pasture expansion in2012 we have seen the importance of rest and 
better utilization of our present pastures. The more experience we obtain the easier pasturing decisions 
have become. We hope to use our current pasturing ideas and experiences in our future decisions 
regarding pasturing. Pasturing will always be at the heart of our operation as it provides the greatest 
return on investment while providing the greatest environment for the animals.  
 
 
The Key to Top Pasture Performance (Jack Kyle): 
Commodity prices are at some of the highest levels we have seen, it is important to realize the full 
opportunity for your livestock enterprise in these times.  What steps are you taking to maximize your 
pasture returns? 
 
Pasture is the lowest cost feed source available, and the opportunity for improved production is significant 
on most farms.  Pasture performance will be significantly increased with a good rotational system and 
attention to detail on both the forage and livestock management.  A well-managed pasture will be very 
competitive with any other crop use that you might consider for that land base. 
 
Promoting good grass growth is the most important part of a successful grazing program.  There are many 
other components to a successful grazing program but improved grass growth is critical to get the most 
livestock production from the pasture.   
  
If you manage the grass on your farm to get maximum growth and then optimize the harvest of this 
growth, you will achieve significant results.  Well managed rotationally grazed pastures will produce 25-
35% more forage than a continuously grazed pasture.  
With any annual crop we take great steps to get optimum growth and plant development.  We select 
varieties, fertilize to crop needs and control pests.  Harvest should not happen until the crop has reached 
the ideal harvest stage. How species are managed is as important as what species are present in the 
pasture.  Species differ somewhat in their growth habits, but all species can provide both good quality and 
quantity of forage.  Manage your pastures to the advantage of the species present.  Grasses should be 
grazed when the third leaf is fully emerged.  This will be a different calendar date for orchard grass (early) 
versus brome grasses (late). 
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The key steps to maximize both forage and livestock production is to manage the forage for optimum 
growth and optimum bite size for the animals grazing.  The optimum harvest time for grasses is after the 
third leaf has emerged and before the seed head has emerged.  To get optimum growth from the forage 
plants they need to be in a rapid growth state for as much of the growing season as possible.  Maintaining 
a grazing forage height between 10 cm (4 inches) and 30 cm (12 inches) will allow the plants to maintain 
good growth and capture all the available sunlight to drive the photosynthesis.  This plant height will also 
maintain a substantial root system that will be able to gather water and nutrients throughout the summer 
and minimize a summer dormancy period should we get into hot dry weather.  To maintain this level of 
forage growth the pasture manager needs to move livestock to fresh grass every couple of days.  Re-
growth will take about 25 – 40+ days depending on the season.  If the recovery period is 40 days and you 
are moving every 2 days then you will need 21 paddocks to allow for adequate recovery time between 
grazings.  If too much pasture is offered at a time then selective grazing will take place and the less 
desirable plants will not be grazed and become mature.  
After a plant is grazed it needs time to rest and re-grow, this is the key point of pasture management - rest 
and recovery. 
 
From an animal management standpoint maximizing bite size is the key to good productivity.  Cattle bite 
at a rather constant rate for about 8 hours each day, sheep for about 10 hours.  The variable that you can 
control is the size of the bite.  By providing pasture that is the optimum size for the animal to bite (10-30 
cm) you will have taken the first big step to maximize intake.  The second step is to have fresh forage on 
offer at all times.  Livestock are not going to eat forage that has been laid on or fouled with manure or 
urine.  The longer the animals are in a given paddock the greater the percentage of forage in that paddock 
that is going to be unpalatable because of what has been done to it, thus the importance of frequent 
moves to fresh pasture. 
 
Fencing is the tool that will allow you to manage your livestock to provide re-growth time for the grass 
and manage the quality and quantity of forage available for your livestock.  Temporary or semi- 
permanent double wire electric fence will allow you to control your livestock to achieve improved pasture 
performance from both the forage and the livestock.  
 
Moving livestock to fresh pasture every 1-2 days will optimize plant growth by allowing the plants 
adequate rest and recovery time, (it takes 15-20 days to recover from grazing in the early part of the 
season and 30-45+ days in late summer).  These same 1-2 day moves will encourage optimum bite size by 
the livestock – readily available fresh forage. 
This combination of readily available forage will give maximum forage production and maximum animal 
performance.  By applying these two principals to your pasture system you will make pasture a profitable 
part of your farm operation. 
 

About Jack Kyle 
Jack Kyle is the Provincial Grazier Specialist with OMAFRA working from the Lindsay OMAFRA Resource 
Centre.  Jack provides expertise in all areas of pasture management to the livestock industry across 
Ontario and has involvement at the National level with the Canadian Forage and Grassland Association. 
Previous to becoming the Grazier Specialist in 2000 Jack had 15 years as a Soil and Crop Specialist and Soil 
Conservation Advisor with OMAFRA.  Before joining OMAFRA Jack worked in the feed and grain industries 
for 10 years.  Jack has a BSc (Agr) in Animal Science from the University of Guelph and received his CCA 
certification in 1998. 
Jack is an active volunteer in the Lindsay community with a number of organizations.  
 
••••••••••••••••• 
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       Thornbrough 1200    1:30 PM - 3:00 PM 

Forest Gardening: The Roots of Regeneration 
By Shantree Kacera 
 

What is a Forest Ecosystem?  
An ecosystem is all living things in their non-living environment. 
An ecosystem is similar a food chain. Producers are organisms 
like plants; consumers (animals) eat the producers for food. 
Decomposers eat, take away, and/or breakdown the remains of 
dead animals and plants. Afterwards releases selected types of 
substances to be used by other members of our ecosystem. And 
the cycle, process, or chain starts all over again and again and 
again! 
 
Edible Ecosystems Emerging: A Permaculture Forest Garden Landscape 
Forest ecosystems demonstrate numerous advantageous properties us humans would be wise to emulate 
in our culture, agriculture practices: they maintain, renew, fertilize and proliferate themselves without 
human inputs; they construct, store, and conserve clean air, clean water, nutrients, soil quality, and 
biodiversity; and they display stability, resilience, and adaptability. These qualities occur from the 
dynamics of the forest as a whole system, not from any one or more of the components that comprise the 
forest alone. To design fruitful edible and medicinal ecosystems that express these similar advantages, we 
need to recognize and understand forest structures, functions, patterns, and processes and use this 
knowledge wisely. 
 
The Underground Economy: Self-Renewing Regenerative Fertility 
The forest garden ecosystem approach to regenerative fertility 
accentuates approaches used in the design stage will lessen the 
need for work and costly inputs later on down the line. Numerous 
fundamental characteristics of forest gardens support regenerative 
fertility by their precise nature: perennial plant roots provide 
reliable root-zone reserves to the soil food web; lack of tilling 
permits undisturbed expansion of the soil organism community; 
regular mulch provides stable food reserves for the decomposers 
and a stable soil environment for everyone who lives down in the 
underground. 
 
The first step before applying the essential key applications to creating a forest garden is to do a thorough 
site analysis, assessment and niche analysis. Here are the 10-key applications that need to be understood 
and then applied.  
10-Key Applications to Creating a Regenerative Forest Garden Ecosystem 

1) Maximize Root Penetration of the Soil Profile 
2) Create Healthy Soil Food Webs 
3) Fertilize the Way Nature Does: From the Top Down 
4) Apply Mulch, Compost, and Amendments Appropriately 
5) Create Lush Vegetation and Abundant Organic Matter 
6) Emphasize Aggrading, Midsuccession Habitats 
7) Diversify the Leaf Litter to Aid Nutrient Cycling 
8) Grow Your Own Mulch – a Living Mulch 
9) Use Nitrogen-Fixing Plants and Trees 
10) Use Plants as Nutrient Pumps: Dynamic Accumulators 
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Soil Economy, Mycelium Network to Root Dynamics 
Forest gardening is a living system, which means it is an open self-organizing system that interacts with its 
environment. A living system is maintained by flows of information, energy and matter. It is in flow – it is 
in relationship. The interrelationship and health between the living soil, the mycelium and the roots is 
what creates a thriving ecosystem economy. The underground economy creates the aboveground 
economy, which is where we find our self-renewing regenerative fertility. A step-by-step approach to 
creating a thriving ecosystem that nourishes humans, landscapes and communities, using soil organisms, 
mycelium and root dynamics.  

Once the underground economy is thriving it is that much easier to grow those forgotten local foods and 
native perennials for optimal nutrition and the plants to grow for a changing climate. The intention of this 
presentation is to share my experiences and help you feel empowered with the know-how to designing an 
ecological forest garden and transition to a regenerative growing practice. 

An Ecological World View 
How we garden reflects our worldview. When we see the world as a compendium of independent objects 
and isolated elements, it is problematic, if not impossible to comprehend the interconnectedness of 
natural systems. How could we then garden ecologically, or live 
and act conscientiously in an interdependent world? 
 
The fundamental purpose of forest gardening is not merely the 
growing of crops, but also the cultivation and perfection of original 
ways of seeing, of thinking, and of acting in the world.  
 

“We see things not as they are, we see things as we are.”  
~Talmud 

 
About Shantree Kacera, D.N., Ph.D., 

Shantree Kacera is an ecological herbalist, forest garden designer and educator, 
permaculture specialist and regeneration researcher. He is the founder and co-
director of The Living Centre (1983), and Living Arts Institute, a 50-acre 
permaculture educational centre located in Carolinian Canada growing 1,000 
species of edible and medicinal plants and trees, with one of the oldest forest 
gardens in Canada.  Shantree started designing and planting his forest garden 
about 30 years ago, which is now considered one of the oldest forest gardens in Canada. 
 
Shantree received his doctorate in Nutritional Medicine and Herbalism in the 70′s. Since then his passion 
and study has led him to explore the benefits of a high-energy bioregional approach to organic nutrition.  
As a past Vice-President of the Ontario Herbalists’ Association, Shantree served on the OHA board for 10 
years and has been a member for over 25 years. 
 
Shantree is the author of numerous books and courses, which are offered through The Living Centre and 
are used through various schools and institutes in North America. Shantree is an internationally celebrated 
visionary, author, educator, nutritional researcher and world peace worker. 
Further contact information: Spirit of the Earth, The Living Centre & Living Arts Institute (est. 1983), 5871 
Bells Rd., London, Ontario  N6P 1P3  Email: info@thelivingcentre.com; Website: www.thelivingcentre.com 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 

 
 
 

mailto:info@thelivingcentre.com
http://www.thelivingcentre.com/
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      UC 442              1:30 PM - 3:00 PM 

Transforming Organic Farming: Systems for Chaotic Climate Change 
By Ken Taylor and Glenn Munroe 
Organised by Phil Beard, S. Ludwig, Ralph Martin, Glenn Munroe, Ricardo Ramirez  

 

Ken Taylor, Green Barn Nursery (www.greenbarnursery.ca)  
Ken will explore concrete examples that have the potential for sustainable future 
farming ventures over the next 20 years here in Canada, with attention to resilience in the 
face of climate change.  He will emphasize changing crop genetics as the driver for a 
successful farming venture; example: changing over the last 25 years from growing apples 
(non-profitable) to apple pears (very profitable) He will address fine tuning genetics. 
Examples: selecting for cold hardiness so crop becomes perennial (permaculture); breeding/selecting for 
disease and insect resistance so crop be grown without spraying (organic); selecting genetics that handle 
depleted soils; selecting genetics that give high market value crop/acre (his apple-pear at 250 trees /acre 
the crop value can be $50,000/acre); and selecting genetics to satisfy Canadian consumer food 
preferences (example producing table grapes).  
 
Ken’s session will be interspersed with small group discussions to allow participants to a) discuss how his 
proposals may be adapted to their own farming system and climate change; and b) to explore additional 
questions (such as integration with livestock systems and changes that may be needed beyond the farm).  
 
Glenn Munroe 
We have also invited Glenn Munroe, Senior Policy and Decision Analyst, Environmental Commissioner of 
Ontario, to be our “key-note listener” – with the task of producing a reflective commentary to be shared 
by email with the workshop participants after the conference.  
 
•••••••••••••••••• 

             
McNaughton 105      1:30 PM - 3:00 PM 

 
The Co-Farmer Movement: Partnering Growers and Consumers 
Panel: Julie Daniluk, John Devlin and Jodi Koberinski 
Organised by the Organic Council of Ontario 

Target Audience: Engaged consumers, organic activists, organic producers/ retailers, local community 
developers and those who want to re-ignite our organic movement 

Dr. John Ikerd, Professor Emeritus at University of Missouri, spoke in 2012 to the OCO membership - the 
organic business and farm leaders in Ontario - about the need to include the consumer in the value chain 
if we are to have a truly sustaining food system. Organic consumers have always driven the agenda in 
organic: they wanted clean food and farmers and other businesses created the organic sector as a 
response to this “ask”. In the early years ours was not just a market but a movement: a call to transform 
how we do food. As organic has become more successful in the business world, the sense of unity 
amongst our consumers has waned. Dr. Ikerd suggested a re-engagement of the critical eater in the work 
of our movement is key to completing this value chain. 

The Organic Council of Ontario was created in 2005 to give voice to our sector with government and 
industry. OCO has a strategic plan to develop organics in the province, and our work over the past few 
years has enhanced the sector’s working relationship with government and conventional organizations. As 
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with all progressive organizations, funding the work of the Council has proven to be our greatest challenge 
In 2012 OCO launched the “Co-Farmer Campaign”, an attempt to build consumer membership within our 
organization. With 5,000 dedicated organic eaters joining OCO each year, OCO would achieve our core 
funding goals and address the advocacy needs of the sector- in sharp contrast to our boom-bust cycles of 
primarily project funding. Connecting with those 5,000 potential members is the current challenge facing 
our organization. 

Our panel includes Canadian superstar nutritionist and public speaker Julie Daniluk, a regular on the 
Marilyn Denis Show who also appears on Oprah and Dr. Oz, John Devlin of the University of Guelph and 
Jodi Koberinski of the Organic Council of Ontario. Julie’s experience as a motivational speaker and a 
nutritionist deeply engaged in promoting organics to the public offer the group insights into what 
motivates consumers to act beyond their grocery basket and become more active in supporting the work 
being done.  

This workshop will provide insights for producers, retailers, activists, community organizers and engaged 
consumers on how we can re-invigorate our movement. We will explore the approaches we have taken in 
our first several months and share lessons learned about engagement in today’s climate. We will also be 
seeking input from participants on ways we can engage consumers: what do consumers need in exchange 
for supporting the movement? 
 

About Julie Daniluk 
Julie Daniluk RHN, bestselling author of Meals That Heal Inflammation (Random House 
Canada), has helped thousands of people enjoy allergy-free foods that taste great and 
assist the body in the healing process. She is also the co-host of the Oprah Winfrey 
Network’s Healthy Gourmet, a reality cooking show that highlights the on-going battle 
between taste and nutrition. Julie is the recipient of the 2012 Canadian Health Food 
Association’s Organic Achievement Award. 
 
About John Devlin 
John Devlin is a full-time faculty member in the Rural Planning Program.  He began his 
involvement in development work in 1979 with two years as a CUSO volunteer in 
Mozambique.  He served as Assistant Director of the Centre for Development Projects at 
Dalhousie University from 1984 to 1986.  From 1997 to 2000 he was Assistant Director 
of the Environmental Capacity Enhancement Project, a $4.5 million CIDA-funded project 
delivered by the Rural Planning and Development Program in 13 countries in Eastern 
and Southern Africa.  He is currently involved in several funded research projects 
examining collaborative regional economic development initiatives, local food systems, community-based 
water monitoring, and maple syrup production.   He has co-edited one book, Ecological Agriculture in 
Eastern and Southern Africa, and numerous articles and conference presentations on environment and 
development issues.  He has conducted research or provided consulting services in Honduras, Bolivia, the 
Philippines, Vietnam, Egypt, Mozambique, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe and Ukraine. He is Co-chair of 
the Public Participation Section of the International Association for Impact Assessment and a member of 
the Board of Directors of the Organic Council of Ontario. 
 
About Jodi Koberinski 
As OCO’s Executive Director, Jodi Koberinski serves the organic movement by providing 
leadership¸ building consensus, and networking.  She has more than 15 years’ 
experience in the organic sector through entrepreneurship, activism, and research.  Jodi 
was invited by Dr. Vandana Shiva to attend the 2012 Bhoomi Conference in India to help 
strengthen ties between the work in Ontario and the work going on internationally. 
While in India, Jodi had the opportunity to be one of the first signatories of the 
International Seed Declaration and help launch the Seed Freedom Campaign. 

http://www.juliedaniluk.com/books/meals-that-heal-inflammation-by-julie-daniluk.html
http://www.juliedaniluk.com/books/meals-that-heal-inflammation-by-julie-daniluk.html
http://ownca.oprah.com/Shows/Healthy-Gourmet.aspx
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    McNaughton 113       3:30 PM – 5:00 PM 

Marketing the Best Quality Organic Grain: Buyers Discuss Selling 
Profitably 
By Marshall King, Laverne Klecker, Tom Manley, and Roger Rivest 
 
Session Notes (Tom Manley): Marketing for quality and profitability  
After reaching a price peak this past summer, we are receiving signals of some downward price pressure 
on feed grains. Large buyers were badly burnt in the last year as prices of organic grains rose swiftly. They 
learned their lesson by forward contracting a major portion of their needs and by importing vast 
quantities of organic corn and soybeans from Asia and South America. Some of the new local crop was 
delivered to market quickly and the imports are now arriving. Therefore, the buyers are slow in making 
new purchases and North American growers may be lowering their price expectation to move grain this 
winter.  
 
Secondly, Asian and East European organic grain producers has really connected with the north American 
market, moving huge quantities, and competing with each other on price to make the sale. It is amazing to 
witness the grouping of thousands of small Indian farm plots into large shipments of certified organic 
soybeans and corn. Thirdly, consumer resistance, in the midst of a scary work economy, is being felt as the 
high price of grain is passed on in the form of milk, meat, and eggs. The strong Canadian dollar also puts a 
price cap on grain prices. 
 
On-farm storage is ideal.  Often buyers will want a sample to determine the protein level, falling number, 
mold levels, toxins and other properties.  Send representative samples.  Don’t try to impress the processor 
by sending a perfect sample and follow that with a mediocre load of grain.  On farm storage also allows 
aeration and orderly transportation without the panic of damp grain during harvest. 
  
To produce high quality food and be ‘organic by design’, walk the fields and pay attention to details.  Learn 
to recognize weeds, crop quality and changes in the soil. Take the effort to learn about the farm, and to 
develop a good understanding of soil, plants and animals.  Learn from experience, from talking to other 
farmers, reading books and going to workshops.  A commitment to quality improvement and an 
investment of time and dedication will lead to better crops. Plan your crop rotation three years ahead, but 
check the growing conditions and adapt the rotation as needed.  Off-farm inputs are used if needed, 
including soil amendments.  A wise selection of high-quality tools is purchased for the farm.  
                                
Appearance of a product can be an important selling factor.  Consumers are often fickle, so even though a 
product may have excellent nutritional quality, it may not sell if it is unattractive.  The appearance of a 
field crop is often affected by harvesting practices.   Staining, weather damage or mechanical damage 
reduces the visual quality.  Mechanical damage also affects the storage characteristics; broken grain 
attracts mold and insect damage.   
 
Odour and taste are important aspects of food and feed quality.  These can be affected by soil quality, but 
more often by management practices.  For example, storing damp grain and letting it heat will lead to a 
poor taste, mould and odour problems.  Hairy vetch seeds in the milling wheat will lead to a bitter taste 
(as well as black flecks). The presence of mold or toxins in the grain does not simply reduce quality; it 
renders the grain unusable.  Mouldy grain cannot be used for either human or livestock consumption.  In 
feed, even low levels of mold can kill whole flocks of poultry. 
 
To maintain high quality, renew your seed source every few years, rather than save seed year after year, 
particularly for soybeans and hard red spring wheat.  With each generation, the crop becomes a bit more 
variable.  In soybeans, dark hilums and brown beans start to emerge.  With wheat, some plants may have 
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low protein levels.  If however, you are interested in saving seed, grow a seed plot and rigorously rogue 
the plot for unusual plants.   
  
Keep the grain pure from other grains.  Processing plants have difficulty separating grain of similar size 
and density like wheat and barley.  For example, corn is difficult to sort from soybeans, and you can’t 
make good tofu out of corn.  Secondly, your customer is going to suspect that the corn came from a hired 
combine that just left a field of GE corn and he/she may refuse your soybeans. Stones and nightshade 
berries are also difficult to separate from the soybeans.  To maintain grain purity, walk the soybean fields 
and pull nightshade and corn plants.  If soybeans are planted after corn, make sure the combine doesn’t 
pick up old ears from the ground.  
Make sure the bins and trucks are clean before you put your new crop in.  A bit of loose corn in a truck can 
contaminate a whole load of soybeans.  This is also important in terms of reducing contamination from 
genetically-modified crops.  Ensure that your soybeans, corn, canola and potatoes are never contaminated 
with crops from another field.  
 
The moisture level of a crop is a critical component of crop quality.  The moisture level affects the culinary 
characteristics and the ability of the crop to be stored.  High levels of moisture cause the quality to 
deteriorate during storage.  Excessive moisture levels lead to heating, mold growth, development of 
toxins, odour problems, and rancidity.  
 
Dockage is a highly overrated issue.  Most farmers are far too concerned about dockage when they should 
be concerned about the split rate, protein level, moisture level and other aspects of quality.  Processors 
will clean the grain so dockage is not much of an issue.  Most dockage should be removed at the combine, 
not with a cleaner.  Focus on combining well, rather than relying on cleaning the grain afterwards.   
 

Session Notes (Roger Rivest): 

VISION
Keystone Grain will add value from the farm

gate to the user positively impacting its

customers and stakeholders, interacting in

harmony with the community, environment

and our Creator.

MISSION
Keystone Grain will provide quality agricultural

products and services in an efficient and cost

effective manner.  Our relationships with

suppliers and customers will be conducted with

integrity and reflect our commitment to

excellence.

 

COMPANY HISTORY
• Primarily specialize in 3 commodities: 

Confection Sunflower, Oil Sunflower & 
Flaxseed

• Our business is focused in 3 main areas: 

– Human edible products 

– Wholesale Birdfood products

– Retail Birdfood products

COMPANY HISTORY
• We are a Manitoba based Grain company with 

a vision to make a global impact with 
excellent products.

• Company was established in 1993

• Ownership is private - consisting of a small 
group of investors; each having spent 
numerous years in primary agricultural 
production.
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SUNFLOWER FACILITY
• Located in Winkler

• Processing 80-100 million pounds of 
sunflowers each year.

• Largest sunflower processor in Canada

• Wholesale packaging for birdfood & human 
edible products

• Inshell / Kernel

• Automation 

FLAX FACILITY
• Located in Winkler

• Cleaning facility for brown & 
golden flax

• Process 20-25 million pounds 
of flaxseed each year.

• Wholesale Packaging

• Ground/milled flax

 

BIRDFOOD FACILITY
• Located in Winnipeg

• Packaging of all or our retail 
products including our 
Emerald Farms products.

• Package 30 million pounds 
of mixed birdseed last year.

• Moving to automation to 
improve packaging 
efficiencies.

Marketing Factors

• Farmers should have their own storage 
(Drying)facilities.

• Corn hybrids should be selected that are 5 
days shorter then what is grown in their area, 
this will increase the bushel weight.

• Farmers must know quality of his grains or 
hay, this will reflect pricing.

• Farmers must send samples that reflect, the 
grain lot.

“From the Field to the Market and 
everything in-between”  

            

Marketing Factors

• Chose Buyers that have Grain Dealers 
Licences. 

• Always have signed contracts

• Check on Buyers payment terms.

• Who is paying for & organizing the freight.

• Try to establish a good working relationship 
with your buyer. Contact them often to give 
reports on crops,& grain in storage.

“From the Field to the Market and 
everything in-between”  

 

About Tom Manley 
Tom Manley grew up on the family dairy farm in Eastern Ontario and obtained a BSC 
in Computer Science at the Collège Militaire Royal in St-Jean, Québec. He pursued a 
career in telecommunications with the Canadian Forces, Loto-Québec and bell 
Canada. In 1985, Tom’s parents converted the family’s conventional dairy farm to 
organic field crops and founded Homestead Organics. In 1997, Tom took over the 
grain and feed processing and moved it to the feed mill in Berwick. Homestead 
Organics is now a leading organic grain and farm supply business in Central and 
Eastern Canada. In the community, Tom's chairs Canadian Organic Growers' Eco Farm 
Day annual organic farming conference in Cornwall ON and participates in efforts to 
promote local food.  Homestead Organics, Email: tom@homesteadorganics.ca, Website: 
www.homesteadorganics.ca 
 

mailto:tom@homesteadorganics.ca
http://www.homesteadorganics.ca/
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About Roger Rivest 
Roger Rivest, Rivest Farms (Essex) Ltd., has farmed 700 acres conventionally since 
1973. He also raised 150 sows farrow to finish.   
He has been certified since 1990, growing corn soybeans, spelt, oats, SRWW. 
Roger started marketing grains for organic growers in 2000 and has toured organic 
farms all over North America. 
Roger is also a board member with EFO and a member of GOG. 

 Marketer for Keystone Grain (Grain Marketing) 

 Roger Rivest Marketing Ltd. (sales of organic liquid, & granular fertilizers, seed inoculants, cover 
crops) 
 

•••••••••••••••••• 

 
  Thornbrough 1307    3:30 PM - 5:00 PM 

 
Dairy Calf & Heifer Management in an Organic System 
By Mario Mongeon and Harry Peters 
 

Session Notes (Harry Peeters, Omemee, Ontario): 

 Use intensive strip grazing 40+ years, have not used antibiotics since 1992. Certified organic since 
2001. 

 PRODUCTION: 35 kg/cow =11 000 kg, 3.9% B.F., 3.5% P 

 No protein supplements purchased 

 “Only great heifers make great cows” 

 Everyone can milk cows but not everyone can get cows to milk 

 Know what you are managing for! 

 Like driving a vehicle; speed, type of vehicle and the road you choose will determine how soon you 
arrive at your destination. 

 Knowing your driving ability (MANAGEMENT) for your vehicle (CATTLE) and knowing your limits is 
vital. 

 AVERAGE age of American cows at culling is 42 months 

 MY GOAL: for my cos to live 10+ years and produce 100, 000 kg of trouble free milk lifetime 

 Two years ago sold cows and quota to son, Kurtis.  He wants to take his own road and the 
comparisons are very interesting. 

 MY MOTTO – “Never choose organics to hide poor management” 

 THE BIGGEST QUESTION – WHAT DOES IT COST TO RAISE A HEIFER ON YOUR FARM? 
 
About Mario Mongeon 
Mario S. Mongeon is the Livestock Specialist with the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, 
Food and Rural Affairs working from the Alfred OMAFRA Resource Center.  He is a 
graduate of Macdonald College, McGill University in Animal Science. 
Mario has worked with OMAFRA since 1990 as a teacher in animal nutrition and dairy 
Science (Alfred College) and as a Bilingual Provincial Livestock/Dairy Specialist. 
His main field of expertise comprises, Dairy Cattle Nutrition and management, Dairy Calf 
and Heifer Management, and Organic Dairy herd Management. 
Mario is the Team Lead of OMAFRA’s Organic Livestock Production Team, has authored 
more than 150 extension articles appearing in agricultural press and agricultural magazines and has given 
more than 75 training courses to dairy producers across the province.  He established the dairy herd at Alfred 
College in 1991 and provides ongoing technical assistance to research projects at the provincial and national 
level. 
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       Thornbrough 1200    3:30 PM - 5:00 PM 

Permaculture in Practice on the 200-Acre Farm Scale at Whole Village 
By Brenda Dolling 
 

Permaculture is a design system for sustainable living and land use.  Bill Mollison and David Holmgren 
were the original creators of this response to world crises like energy descent, loss of arable land and 
clean water, and now climate change.  Permaculture design tries to create the resources, energy flows, 
and cultures that will succeed oil-based societies. Permaculture is guided by these ethics: care of the 
earth, care of people and fair distribution of surplus. 
 
Permaculture principles include: observe and interact; catch and store energy; get a yield; self-regulate 
and accept feedback; use and value nature’s gifts; make no waste; design from pattern to details; 
integrate don’t segregate; choose small and slow solutions; cultivate diversity; mind the margins and look 
to the edges; and cultivate vision and respond to change.  Permaculture techniques vary from mulching 
plants, creating sun traps with tree planting, building swales for water diversion, building with natural and 
found materials, to using consensus for decision making.   
 
This presentation attempts to demonstrate how a permaculture design plan was implemented on a large 
farm scale in Caledon Ontario.  Whole Village is a 191 acre farm divided into 2 lots with rolling hills, 
wetlands, an upland hardwood forest, fertile fields and pastures, and a spring fed pond.  It was purchased 
in 2002 by 8 members of an intentional community with the vision of commitment to sustainability and 
land stewardship seeking to live together in harmony with each other and with the natural habitat.  Brad 
Peterson was engaged to help design a 20 year permaculture plan for the property.  This plan helped the 
members create the living infrastructure for the farm and locate places for various crops and income 
generating activities.   
 
Over the past 9 years 16,000 trees have been planted to create windbreaks, shelterbelts and wildlife 
corridors throughout the farm, especially along the areas where the prevailing west winds are most 
damaging.  Many have been planted to create sun traps – microclimates to provide more heat and shelter 
for crops.  Some have buffered the forest and wetlands while others have been designed to start an edible 
forest garden of fruits and nuts.  Small orchards have been planted in sheltered areas around the pond 
and inside mature windbreaks to experiment with peaches, apples, plums and pears in order to find the 
varieties that will produce in this 5B climate zone. 
 
A large variety of berry bushes have been added for food production and selling of surplus, e.g. 
strawberries, haskaps, currants, chokeberries, blueberries and raspberries.  All trees and bushes are 
regularly fertilized with compost and mulched with wood chips.  Deciduous trees are protected from 
rodents with guards.  Support from Credit Valley Conservation, Trees Ontario and the Town of Caledon 
has allowed for consultation, inexpensive stocking and planting. In 2012 a 3600 mixed tree forest was 
planted to extend the mature hardwood bush, provide more habitat for beneficials, and slow down the 
wind.  Good forest management techniques like thinning and coppicing will help provide wood for 
building and fuel in the future. 
 
Observations of water sources turned up limited access to a nearby stream, a dug pond that serves us well 
for recreation and irrigation, and clean underground water tapped by 2 drilled wells.  Rain water is 
collected from the old farmhouse and the new eco-house with rain barrels.  Water from the barn roof has 
been diverted to two down pipes and collected in an above ground set of tanks and a below ground 
cistern.  The latter is designed to provide water for a nearby fruit field using a frost free hydrant and 
gravity feed.  One difficulty has been diverting water running downhill into sheds and gouging out ditches 
in roads.  Swales and diversions have been designed and continue to be upgraded.  Greywater and 
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blackwater are returned to the land through septic systems but in the case of the new house, it is first sent 
through an engineered wetland to be filtered and cleansed by wetland plants.  Three outdoor composting 
toilets produce humanure which is returned after much composting to fertilize fruit trees and bushes.   
Conservation is practiced by sharing resources, collecting and reusing found materials, using low flush 
toilets and special showerheads, watering gardens from rain barrels, decorating with cast off furniture, 
buying in bulk and cooking together at least 5 nights per week, composting, and using water mainly for 
food plants. Community members share rides, vehicles and various equipment e.g. sewing machines, 
computers and vacuums. 
 
From the earliest days we have managed a flock of chickens and ducks for meat and eggs, growing the 
feed grains on the property and using kitchen waste for food as well.  Poultry manure is returned to the 
land after composting.  Dairy and beef cattle, sheep, and work horses have spent short periods of time on 
the farm husbanded by young farmers experimenting with mixed farming.  With large areas of pasture 
and hay lands there is great potential for introducing more animals in the future. 
 
Another element of permaculture is natural building design: developing living, whole systems that shelter 
and create home.  Community members were guided by fellow member and architect, Denis Bowman, 
and our own research to design and redesign an eco-house with these objectives: small footprint for 11 
households (15,000 sq.ft.), healthy and non-toxic, using local and recycled materials, affordable, energy 
efficient, durable, functional, attractive, flexible to modifications and adaptable to the local climate. 
The house we call Greenhaven was completed in 2006 with a super insulated shell, some passive solar, 
lots of natural lighting (skylights), radiant floor heating from a geothermal system, and natural materials 
(wood, strawboard, bamboo, stone, cork and linoleum, drywall).  Later a masonry heater and solar hot 
water system were added.  Other buildings on site were eco-renovated in order to increase stability and 
serve new purposes – storage, maintenance, food preparation.  To accommodate visitors, volunteers, and 
outside workers we built solar showers and composting toilets – mostly from found materials. 
 
Appropriate technology is important in order to reduce the use of fossil fuels, simplify work and cut costs.  
Hand tools and hand work are common here.  Mulching cuts down on cultivation and irrigation. Collection 
of cast off and donated materials e.g. fridge doors, old hay, wood chips and downed trees, used furniture 
and equipment, reduce input costs.  On site repair and maintenance is carried out by an aspiring member 
who acts as property manager.   Members share their skills, time and labour in growing food, managing 
finances, administration, and education.  Tools and equipment are pooled and shared.    The basement of 
the century old farmhouse was retrofitted to become a temporary root cellar.  Green manures like rye and 
buckwheat, as well as composted manure are used for fertilization. 
 
Permaculture economics suggest: small is beautiful, build as affordable, reuse, recycle and limit 
consumption.  We try when possible to hire within the community.  Whole Village Ecovillage supports 
young farmers with an incubation project that charges low rents and shares infrastructure and other 
supports.  Their CAS and market gardens provide members and local residents with fresh, organic food.  
This exchange benefits both groups and has resulted in 7 different operations honing skills while deciding 
if farming is a good fit.  Many volunteers and interns have also contributed their labour and positive spirit 
to the farm while experiencing community life and receiving food and accommodation. The gift economy 
is in evidence with donations, free labour, sharing, and trading.  Farm accounts and mortgage are with a 
local credit union.  Members car pool and share rides and vehicles.  Sweat equity has also been 
experienced as work is exchanged for partial shares in the housing project. The real wealth of the project 
is seen to be in living authentically, creating community, enjoying nature, eating local food, and the 
satisfaction of sharing with others, including a developing model for sustainability.  
 
Living in community helps one learn to better communicate, solve problems, resolve conflicts and learn 
more about one’s inner thoughts and personality on the way to becoming a better version of oneself.  Our 
Community Dynamics group helps us learn, practice and refine these skills.  Consensus decision making is 
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a way to listen to all voices and work with differences in order to come up with the best compromise in 
keeping with our vision and principles.  
 
The learnings from the first 10 years of our permaculture designed farm community are 

1. Observe more carefully the site and characteristics of the area over longer periods of time. 
2. Study how nature has developed its patterns, soil, appropriate plants, water movement. 
3. Map the farm more carefully and create a long term plan that includes more than agriculture. 
4. Implement the plan incrementally and patiently, taking time to prepare the areas for planting. 
5. Create long term strategies for resilience, e.g. off grid, perennial plantings, succession. 
6. Redesign every few years to account for new learnings – adapt, adjust and maintain. 
7. Research more and use intuition when designing eco-construction (e.g. more passive solar, less 

sophisticated systems, more affordable spaces) 
8. Identify microclimates early and create more. 
9. Develop good relationships with neighbours and local groups, e.g. conservation authorities. 
10. Continue to share by educating students, interested groups and providing permaculture design 

courses on site. (bdolling@hotmail.com) 
11. Find more like minded people to join and support the project. (www.wholevillage.org) 

 
About Brenda Dolling 
Brenda Dolling grew up on a mixed, conventional farm in Oakville and has returned to farming after a 
career in education. Co-creating an ecovillage using permaculture principles is a culmination of her values 
and dreams. 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 
 

            UC 442              3:30 PM - 5:00 PM 

Successful Strategies for Selling: The Health Benefits of Organics 
By Jackie McMillan 
 
Word of mouth is far more effective than any paid advertising.  Understanding what makes a delicious 
little tid-bit of research to share with friends, clients, and colleagues, and what makes that savoury morsel 
easier to swallow, can make all the difference in marketing. 
 
Much of the research in the organic field is framed in negative ways:  mutagens, teratogens, carcinogens, 
neurotoxins, endocrine disruptors, and other half-understood but fully-frightening words abound.  But 
fear doesn’t sell; hope does.  And there isn’t much news that is as hopeful as organic research! 
 
To be most useful, though, hope needs to be realistic.  It needs to be framed in a way that people can 
easily understand, and at the same time, it needs to have some “good science” that supports it 
effectively.  So what is good science? 
 
In the current medical field, nutrition is an afterthought, if it’s a thought at all.  This attitude is not typical 
in the history of medicine:  Hippocrates (a physician of 2500 years ago) is often quoted as saying “Let food 
be thy medicine, and medicine be thy food”.  For remnant indigenous cultures (who tend to be 
unbelievably healthy), this idea is still the norm.  Our current fascination with use of patent medicines to 
treat symptoms and infectious agents has interfered with several-thousand-years’ of globally-developed 
understandings about how to prevent disease and illness in the first place. 
  

http://www.wholevillage.org/
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In the patent-medicine world-view, the most valid form of research is called “clinical trials”, well-suited to 
demonstrating the usefulness of medicines.  Other forms of research (theoretical, epidemiological, case 
studies, etc.) are at best a prelude when viewed from this dominant medical frame, even though other 
fields (business and mathematics, for example) use alternate forms of research consistently and 
effectively.   
  
When results from epidemiology, theory, and case study research are in conflict with information from 
pharmacological clinical trials, ridicule and diminution are the standard short-term pharmaceutical 
response.  Longer-term pharmaceutical response usually involves studies designed to refute.  Rather than 
stepping into various defense patterns about this, it’s worthwhile to let your curiosity out to play. 

 How were the studies organized?   
 Where were they performed?   
 What assumptions are they based on?   
 Do the abstract and the posted results actually reflect the data that was gathered?   
 Who paid for the research?   
 Are any of the researchers salaried by pharmaceutical companies, or are there any other potential 

conflicts of interest, named or un-named?   
 Does the study design make sense for the question(s) being asked, or answered?   
 Are the subjects chosen actually a population that can yield meaningful data (for example, are 

they in the right age range, or geographical area)? 
 
Knowing what questions to ask and where to go for answers leaves you empowered to reframe research 
results in ways that are easy to support, hear, remember, and pass on.  Finding reliable research, 
summaries and analysis for organics is getting increasingly easy.  I encourage you to visit these websites: 
 
Research Summaries on Organic Food and Health 
http://www.organic-center.org/   
http://www.organicconsumers.org/  
http://rodaleinstitute.org/our-work/research/   
http://www.soilassociation.org/whatisorganic   
http://www.organicagcentre.ca/ResearchDatabase/res_food_health.asp   
http://www.ota.com/organic/benefits/nutrition.html   
http://www.responsibletechnology.org/  
 
Diseases and Pesticides: 
http://deainfo.nci.nih.gov/advisory/pcp/annualReports/pcp08-09rpt/PCP_Report_08-09_508.pdf  (Report 
from US Bush Administration recommends organic foods for cancer prevention) 
http://www.beyondpesticides.org/health/index.php  Pesticide-induced Diseases Database 
http://www.panna.org/your-health/food  Pesticide Action Network 
 
Organic Research Institutes 
http://www.icrofs.org/Pages/News_and_events/index.html  Denmark 
http://eap.mcgill.ca/General/library.htm  McGill University’s online ecological agriculture library 
 
Online Newsletters, Magazines, & Articles: 
http://organicconnectmag.com/ 
http://www.organiclifestylemagazine.com/ 
http://www.organicfqhresearch.org/ 
http://www.orgprints.org/  electronic archive of international research articles on organic foods 
 

http://www.organic-center.org/
http://www.organicconsumers.org/
http://rodaleinstitute.org/our-work/research/
http://www.soilassociation.org/whatisorganic
http://www.organicagcentre.ca/ResearchDatabase/res_food_health.asp
http://www.ota.com/organic/benefits/nutrition.html
http://www.responsibletechnology.org/
http://deainfo.nci.nih.gov/advisory/pcp/annualReports/pcp08-09rpt/PCP_Report_08-09_508.pdf
http://www.beyondpesticides.org/health/index.php
http://www.panna.org/your-health/food
http://www.icrofs.org/Pages/News_and_events/index.html
http://eap.mcgill.ca/General/library.htm
http://organicconnectmag.com/
http://www.organiclifestylemagazine.com/
http://www.organicfqhresearch.org/
http://www.orgprints.org/
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It is becoming increasingly obvious that, as a species, we need to make choices that are healthier not only 
for ourselves, but for our planet.  The more inviting we can make these changes, the easier the transitions 
are likely to be.  Please, sell lots more organic food! 
  
About Jackie McMillan 
Jackie McMillan has been helping people enjoy getting healthier for over 25 years.  As 
an autistic child Jackie realized that some environments and actions (whether physical, 
mental, emotional, or spiritual) made her challenges worse, while other made them 
dramatically better.  Two years of pre-medical and a degree in environmental studies 
brought depth and a passionate understanding that her discoveries could improve life 
for everyone.  Individuals, families, child development centres, hospitals, boards of 
education, advisory committees, and others continue to benefit from Jackie’s help in 
finding their own best paths toward optimal well-being.  When she’s not teaching 
workshops or using her therapeutic skills, Jackie can usually be found either learning 
things outdoors, or having fun with foods. 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 
 
 

          McNaughton 105      3:30 PM - 5:00 PM 
 

Building a Sustainable, Local, Organic Food System in your 
Community 
By Tony Barton, Jenna McGuire and Tim Spencer, Bruce Peninsula Environment Group (BPEG) 
 

Session Overview 
Cautionary note: This is a major undertaking spread over several years! 
Why we did it: 

 Shifting of agriculture from smaller family farms to agribusiness. 

 Some effects on food quality, decline of seed and crop diversity, the depopulation of rural Ontario. 

 The value of the seed industry. 

 Hazards involving a decline in food production quality. 

 Comments on climate change challenges. 
 
Bees Gardens and Seeds (BGS): 
How do we proceed? 

 Brief summary of who presents what topics (to follow) 

 Jenna - Gardens and markets w/video 

 Tony - Pollinators and season extension w/video 

 Tim - Soils and Seeds w/video 
 
Session Notes (Jenna McGuire): 
Community Gardens 

 Form a planning committee 

 Choosing a site 

 Funding 

 Infrastructure 

 Other considerations 
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Gardening and Food Skills 

 Hosting workshops. Possible topics and our experiences. 

 Creating opportunities for sharing. 

 Resource bank, creating one. 
 
The Lion’s Head Farmers Market 

 Why? 

 Its creation and operation 

 Challenges 
 
Session Notes (Tony Barton): 
Pollinators 

 Value of, and need for 

 Identify 

 Some dynamics of keeping bees 

 v.s. pesticides and values of attracting birds 

 Our relation with Canpolin 
 
Season Extension w/videos 

 Why? 

 Techniques in general 
 
The Hoop House 

 Pros and cons 

 Our very portable unit 

 Design and construction. 

 Other simpler choices. 

 Web site for free plans and instructions (BPEG) 
 
Session Notes (Tim Spencer): 

 Great soil – selecting, building and sustaining 

 A sustainable, diverse seed program 

 Some health issues 

 Our Community Garden experiences 

 How we physically overcame the barriers to its success 

 More on possible climate threats 
 
Seeds – an open discussion 

 Essentials of seed diversity 

 Don’t forget nutritional and health values of crops 
 
Open forum on all topics:  
Please address whomever on the panel. 
Thank you to one and all. 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 
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Sunday, February 3rd, 2013                
 

                Thornbrough 1307   9:30 AM – 11:00 AM 

The World of Vermicomposting from Small to Large-scale 
By Cathy Nesbitt 
 

This workshop explores the deeper issues concerning worm composting and answers questions regarding 
small to large scale composting. Cathy will discuss her recent work in Guatemala and how worm 
composting is being used to eradicate extreme poverty in Central America. Many communities are 
introducing vermicomposting as a viable alternative for waste management. Worms are going to play an 
ever-increasing role in waste management, soil production and therefore food security. The solution to 
the garbage crisis is several solutions, one of which is vermicomposting.  
 
Learn all about worms and vermicomposting - a viable solution for anywhere not being served by an 
organic collection program or access to outdoor composting. Discover how worms convert organic matter 
into nature's finest soil amendment known as castings. Feed the soil, not the plant.  
 
During this session, Cathy will also discuss the benefit of sprouts. Worms for amending the soil and 
sprouts for consuming will help solve world hunger. 
 
About Cathy Nesbitt 
Cathy Nesbitt is a Worm Advocate and Founder of Cathy's Crawly Composters. 
Established in 2002 this environmental business specializes in vermicomposting and 
organic diversion. Cathy has been involved in numerous collection/composting research 
projects and diverted several tonnes from landfill. 

Cathy’s Crawly Composters have been recognized with several environmental and 
business awards. For more information visit www.cathyscomposters.com or Tel: 
1.888.775.9495. 
 
Note: Visit Cathy at booth #94 in the lower level trade show. 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 

 
 

UC 441             9:30 AM – 11:00 AM 

Electroculture: Natural Electromagnetic Influences for Fertility, Yield 
and Crop Quality 
By Yannick Van Doorne 
 
Session Overview  
The use of Magnetic and Natural Electrical Forces for Healthy Plant Growth.  
How to Increase Crop Yields and their Quality Through the Use of the Electromagnetic Forces of Nature. 
Further issues: Plant, soil and pest treatments, through the Use of Magnetics.  This presentation shall 
include new, practical and easy applications of Electroculture and Magnetoculture for improved plant 
growth.   Some of the areas that will be addressed are: 

http://www.cathyscomposters.com/
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 How to complete or even replace classic fertilization by using natural electromagnetic fertilization to 
achieve better crop yields 

 How to restore and heal trees to help them grow better 

 How to heal bee hives with magnets and a copper wire 

 How to increase the vitality of the water used for irrigation or pest treatments 

 How to increase and regulate the vitality in crops to give better yield and quality 

 Innovative ways to understand and regulate weeds 
 
All of the above is achieved without chemical fertilizers or pesticides.  It is achieved only by the 
understanding of magnetic and natural electric forces present in our environment and how to use them 
correctly.  This presentation shall also incorporate some of the new prototypes of antennas and magnetic 
systems for gardens and agricultural use:  Beeswax Capacitors for the field and garden, Magnets to help 
bee hives,  Lakhovsky coils for plants, etc. 
 
Important Notes 
Electroculture or magnetoculture techniques use the earth’s Magnetic and Atmospheric electrical natural 
forces to boost plant growth, crops, harvest quality, shelf life and pest control.   These techniques make it 
possible to increase the harvest by more then 30% and increase vitamins and dry weight by 20% of almost 
all crops in comparison to conventional non organic farming.   All of this is done without fertilizers or 
pesticides.   
 
Earth Magnetic, Paramagnetic, Telluric and Cosmic forces are used to boost the energetics of plant 
growth, pest control, vegetables and food quality, boost shelf life, increase water quality and much more. 
 You will be able to see the influence of these energies on your own health, water quality, plant growth 
and even possibilities for weather modification and climate régulation are observed.  Simple experiments 
that you can test at your farm will be shown.  This presentation includes demonstrations, applications, 
photos and a video. 
 
History of Electroculture 
The first historical scientific documents about electroculture are from 1745 from Abbot Nollet. The first 
international congress took place in 1912 in Reims, France.  Great Britain was also very active in the field 
with the official creation of the electroculture committee which existed from 1918 to 1936. There have 
been over 500 known researchers working in the field of electroculture from 1745 to 1910.  
 
Some of today’s scientific experiments in electroculture techniques are proven or have been 
demonstrated by the research thesis « Electroculture » from Martine Querel, Ph.D., in 1984 at the 
University of Pharmacology in Angers, France.  She is a pharmacologist and proved some electroculture 
techniques to be effective to increase the growth of medicinal plants by 30% to 100% and also at the same 
time increasing the dry weight and active molecular content by more than 20% to 50% in comparison with 
the control fo untreated plants.  
 
This research disproved the idea that bigger plants would be of a lesser quality.   That was the result 
where plants were grown with classical chemical fertilizers but not with electroculture.  With 
electroculture the plants grow faster, in better health and there is a demonstrable increase in both crop 
yield quality and quantity.  
 
In 1999 I met Jacques Benveniste who did research on the memory of water.  Then, I did some 
experiments with the record on water of herbicides, insecticides and fertilizers to regulate plant growth 
with programmed water. This led to new applications for agriculture where you can use these  techniques 
to program water to spray on your crops for various objectives from fertilization to disease treatments.  
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Picture right: The electric energy measurement on a magnetic beeswax 
antenna used for the magnetoculture installation to fertilise fields and 
increase vitality. 
Photo: Beeswax magnetic antenna developed by Yannick Van Doorne, 
for electromagnetic fertilization, increasing and balancing energies.  
Measurement of the constant flow of free energy, here a voltage of 
95.9 Millivolts.  
 
The discovery of the Bioscope device, 2001, made it possible to measure energy and pulsations in water 
and the energy electric fields of living organisms. The Bioscope measurements permit it to control 
instantly the effects of certain electromagnetic treatments, or if one electroculture treatment is beneficial 
or not for the plants.   
Masuro Emoto demonstrates the influence of thought on water with his methods.  The Bioscope confirms 
this, too.   As plants are primarily comprised of water, we can easily imagine that some effects using 
thought directed to water can also influence plants and the health of the soil.   
 
Recently in summer 2012 I discovered a new fantastic tool called the Oldfield Nev system and the Oldfield 
filters. These tools make us able to measure directly the impact of our applications on the energy fields of 
the plants and the environment. This makes it possible to verify the efficiency of certain energy practices 
and techniques. The study with the Nev system helps us to fine tune the energetic techniques and 
measure the effects on plants and animals.  
 
Picture right : Energy scan photo of reference without nothing on 
the box. The second picture shows me next to a magnetic beeswax 
antenna on the box. The energy pattern around have more light 
colours, the energy field increased. These images are made by fine 
spectrum analysis of the subtle light frequency differences. These 
little differences makes visible subtle energy changes through the 
colours of the light measured with a specific software program from 
Harry Oldfield.  
 
The encounters with these discoveries brought me to think about developing practical applications for 
farmers to solve today’s agricultural problems.  This led me to continue to study and to look more deeply 
into the work of some past researchers such as Lakhovsky, Christofleau, Tesla, Violet, Callahan.  At the end 
of this journey I experimented with a new system inspired by them as a synthesis of the know-how I 
gained and built up.   
 
Lakhovsky, 1931, is a researcher who used copper antennas for the healing of plants. Georges Lakhovsky 
did research where he demonstrated the comparison of a living cell with that of the electronic circuit of an 
antenna.  This led him to the development of electromagnetic systems that can heal plants.  Lakhovsky 
coils are little antennas made of copper, oriented in certain way with North.  These antennas can be used 
for individual plants or trees, to heal them from disease or to help them grow better.  
 
Marcel Violet, 1962, used electrical discharges on beeswax capacitors to increase the vitality of water for 
plants. When he sprayed this water on the crops, he increased the yields by more than 30%.  At times he 
even doubled the crop yields. The amazing aspect of the electrical discharges through beeswax was the 
observation of very high frequencies that he determined to be very beneficial for life.  
 
Justin Christofleau, 1930, is one of the first who implanted thousands of hectares in France and in his 
colonies with his electromagnetic fertilizer and antennas for agriculture.  He described his invention as the 
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electromagnetic fertilizer and guaranteed a 20% to 100% increase in crop yields.  Government agencies 
and the big chemistry companies did not like his inventions because it went against their interests which 
were to promote chemical fertilizers. When he died, nobody really continued the development of his work 
and so it became forgotten.    
 
Philip Callahan Ph.D., 1984 explained how paramagnetic rock powder is important for soil fertilization.  He 
also explained how some old towers which were built by monks work like antennas to receive natural ELF 
radio waves and increase their power.  What this does is it fertilizes all of the surrounding fields.  With 
simple experiments he proved the working principles of old.  These principles were hidden and their 
know- how is very useful for today’s agriculture.  His book “The Magnetic Life of Agriculture, Ancient 
Mysteries, Modern Visions” is a masterpiece on this topic.  
 
Gilbert Milne, famous photographer from Toronto, 1976. He did research on plant growth in pyramids and 
also in pots with iron nails in it.  The results were positive. The plants grown in the pots with iron nails 
grew bigger than the ones without. The seeds in the pots with iron nails germinated sooner and grew 
faster, too. He did this experiment with 12 different plant varieties with always the same positive results. 
He ran the electroculture pyramid company to distribute electroculture solutions for gardening and 
farming. 
 
Electroculture Applications in Agriculture Today: 
Beeswax Magnetic Antenna: The first were installed in spring 2009.  A certain 
number of them are dug into the earth at specific places around and in the 
fields to increase the magnetic field energies of the area. The crop yields can 
increase by more than 30%, in some cases the yields were even double or triple. 
It is observed that treated fields have a lot less or no diseases.  Also important is 
the increase in the quality of the crops. Picture right: Beeswax magnetic 
antenna created by Yannick Van Doorne in 2009.  
 
Magnets to heal bee hives: Bee hives with certain magnets fixed on them and a 
copper wire placed at the entrance were reported to have increased their honey yields by 100% and 
increase the annual survival rate from 30 to 99%. This is confirmed by several bee keepers who have been 
using this technique with success for more than 5 years.  
 
Fertilization of the fields with highly paramagnetic rock dust to increase electroculture capacities and 
results.  
 
Lakhovsky coils for treatment of individual plants or trees. 

 
Pyramid kits with copper tubing to assemble. To build pyramids for the farm or to make a greenhouse.  To 
make seed treatments. Reported results are better germination, increased pest resistance, better growth 
and increased yields, sometimes 30% to more than 50%.  
 
Agnihotra techniques: If we look deeper into the roots or origins of the inspiration to Biodynamics of 
Rudolf Steiner we come to the ancient vedic knowledge of farming techniques called Agnihotra. These 
techniques are more than 5000 years old. Agnihotra practices are very efficient and in most cases must 
easier to practice then biodynamics. Foliar spray treatments with the resulted ashes of agnihotra was able 
to stop mildew on tomato plants very effecively.  Seeds sprouts quicker. Crop yields are significantly 
increased and the quality too.    
 
Magnetic and specific water treatment device, with agnihotra clay and vortex, for spraying or irrigation, to 
promote plant growth or for treating diseases and pests. Also used to increase the quality of animal 
drinking water, like for cattle, chickens.  The water increased quality brings better health, less stress and 
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better growth of the animals. 
 
Round tower with basalt rock and agnihotra clay, for fertilisation of little and big fields. The tower consist 
of a terra cotta pipe filled with basalt rock powder with a paramagnetic value of more than 3000 Cgs 
measured with the PCSM Phil Callahans soil meter.  
 
Cases With Beeswax Magnet Antennas Made and Installed by Yannick : Before/After Photos  
Case 1 : Erstein, summer 2009.  
Organic farmer of Cabbages, field of very heavy soil of 
mostly clay. Before: a lot of gigantic amaranth weeds 
2 to 3 meters tall, small cabbages of 1 to 2 kgs.  With 
electroculture : cabbages between 6 and 9 kgs, no 
diseases and fewer weeds, there was a great deal 
fewer amaranth weeds and their height was less, it 
was now around 1 to 1m50 .  Photo: cabbages in their 
growth period. Below: cabbages with electroculture. 
Above: cabbage field without electroculture.  
Weather control modification was observed. 
Previously, the field always had to be irrigated. The 
year after this installation took place no irrigation was 
needed and there was always enough rain at the right moment. One hail storm created a lot of damage to 
a neighbour’s corn field but there was no damage to the cabbage field.  The growth of the cabbages was 
increased and they were ready for harvest almost 2 weeks before the normal harvest date.  The taste was 
excellent.  
 
Case 2 : Mutterzholtz, July 2010-2011 
Conventional farmer with fields of Potatoes, control sample left, treated 
sample from the field right, it is estimated there was more than an 
increased yield of 30%. The potatoes were a lot bigger sooner. They 
grew well without any pests. Photo: left potatoes from plants from the 
control group.  Right: potatoes from plants from the treated field. Photo 

right. 
 
In 2011 wheat was planted. The yielded grains on each stalk were 
estimated 30% bigger.  Garden in Stotzheim, with a Christofleau type 
electroculture installation. The potato yield was 30% increased, see 
second picture: left electroculture potatoes, right untreated potatoes. 
 
Case 3: Crosmières, summer 2010-2012 
The field of this vegetable grower is composed mostly of sand. The soil 
in the field is very poor.   This farmer installed the electroculture system from Yannick, April 2010. The 
results continued and increase each year 2011 and 2012. Here some of his results. 
 
Rhubarb: The rhubarb was more than three times bigger than in 
previous years and this in a soil of sand that is very pour and absolutely 
not adapted for rhubarb.   
 
Turnip: in previous years the biggest turnips were 250 grams and as big 
as a tennis ball, now they are mostly 3 to 5 times larger.  
 
Cabbages:  Previously he grew cabbages of 500 grams to 1 kg, they are 
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now between 1 and 3 kg. There was one turnip measured at 2.9 kg.  
 
Garlic: There had been a famous storm in France that devastated entire fields.  This farmer had just 
planted his garlic crop.  There was lots of damage but its regrowth power after the storm was completely 
unexpected and it gave very good yields too.  
The entire summer of 2010 was very dry in this region of France, but their crops grew well with fewer 
problems due to a lack of water. 
 
Carrots: 2009 his yield reached 1500 kg on 
2000 square meters. His biggest carrots were 
the size of a finger and around 50 grams. This 
year his yield was between 6 and 8000 kgs, or 
6 to 8 tons. His biggest carrots were more than 
500 grams, sometimes more than one kg for 
one carrot, the majority of the carrots were 5 
times as big as the years before. The sugar 
content and the flavours were also increased.  
 
Biodiversity: The farmer said he observed a lot of new insects on his fields that he had never seen before, 
a lot of butterflies and some of them had a lot of bright colours. The diversity of birds has also increased. 
Sweet potatoes: one sweet potato has a weight of 2.7 kg. The yield increased more than 3 times.  
 
Case 4: Isère region, France, 2009 
One of the first successful weather control experiments made it possible to bring 5 mm of rain that began 
after 30 minutes and the entire following night.  It had not rained at this location for over 3 months.  
During a visit to an apricot grove, it was observed that there was a healthy tree among a field of trees that 
were very diseased with sharka disease. The one healthy tree had a snail shell on its foot. After several 
experiments it was confirmed that snail shells can work as antennas under certain conditions and can 
create beneficial waves, thereby helping to make the plants healthy.  
 
Case 5: Garden, summer 2010  
Pyramid experiment: A pyramid of metal edges can act as an antenna of certain electromagnetic 
waveforms and energy. One rose plant that was almost dead from a disease that make it lose all of its 
leaves, after 2 weeks in the pyramid it regrew rapidly and once again it was full of healthy leaves.  
In 2011:  Potatoes were treated two days under a copper pyramid before planting. The treated plants had 
double growth and yield over the untreated ones.  
 
Lakhovsky coil experiment: four trees were planted, two with a Lakhovsky coil, two without. There was 
more than a 30% increase in the height of the tree at the end of the summer.  The leaves were healthier 
and bigger as well on the trees with the Lakhovsky coil.  
 
Case 6. Vegetable farm in Austria, 2012:  
A round tower of around 1.5m high and dug in the earth for one foot, filled with basaltic rock powder 
eifelgold. The yield and size of the kohlrabi in a radius of 60 meters around was twice as much then 
further away of the tower. Round towers can be used to treat large size fields. 
 
We will discuss also some of the first experiments done 
about electroculture in Canada in 2011 and 2012 in 
large fields on corn, potatoes, and tomatoes. 
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Website Resources: 
www.electrocultureandmagnetoculture.com (English) 
www.magnetoculture.com (French)  
www.agriculturecosmotellurique.org (French) 
www.musiquepoursoignerlesplantes.weebly.com (French) 
www.musicforyourplants.com (English) 
 
About Yannick Van Doorne  
Yannick Van Doorne,  Ph.D., Engineer in Agriculture and Biotechnology, grew up on a 
farm in Belgium.   
He proceeded to write his Ph.D. thesis on “The Applications of Sound Waves in 
Agriculture for Pest Control and Plant Growth and Development.”   He is a specialist 
in the Effects of Sound and Electromagnetic Natural or Artificial Waves on Water, 
Plant Growth and Development, and just beginning his presentations in North 
America.  Since 2001, Yannick has run his own business as an advisor for farmers, as 
an independent researcher and as a developer of new alternative techniques. 
   
In 2009 he participated in writing the book (French): “Electroculture, Free Energies for Agriculture”.  He 
also contributed to the production of the documentary “Resonance: The influences of Electromagnetic 
Waves on Humans” in 2010. He is currently working on a new book in English about electroculture and 
innovative techniques for farming. 
   
 Yannick’s goals are to:  
• « Help farmers improve the quality, health, quantity and nutrition of their crops using natural 

methods and new techniques.   
• « Advise on new techniques using magnetics, new devices and natural electromagnetic fields for pest 

treatment, soil enhancement, fertilization and plant growth.   
• « Show you how you can improve crop growth and health and increase the quality and quantity of 

your harvests with simple methods.  
• « Show you how, with practical examples, you can use technology to work with nature to grow 

healthier crops in more harmonious and beneficial ways. » 
Yannick lives in France and is fluent in French, Flemish, and English. 
Contact Information: Yannick Van Doorne, Email: yannicksymphonie@yahoo.fr  (France) Tel: +33 (0) 6 88 
08 68 94 (from Canada or USA it is 0033 688 08 6894) or on Skype : yannicksonic 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 

      

 
             McNaughton 118       9:30 AM – 11:00 AM 

Panel on Urban Agriculture & City Farming 
Panel: Gaven Dandy, Ran Goel, Anan Xola Lololi, Utcha Sawyers and Michael Scahill 
Organised by Everdale / Black Creek Community Farm 
 
Session Overview 
Come and learn about Black Creek Community Farm, Toronto’s first full-scale urban farm.  Find out how it 
being developed and what kind of farming and programming will be happening there. 
 
Black Creek Community Farm (BCCF) is being launched in the spring of 2013.  The farm is located at a 
beautiful eight-acre site at 4929 Jane Street in the Jane and Finch community.  The project will be 
managed by Everdale (everdale.org), a not-for-profit charity whose mission is to operate teaching farms 

http://www.electrocultureandmagnetoculture.com/
http://www.magnetoculture.com/
http://www.agriculturecosmotellurique.org/
http://www.musiquepoursoignerlesplantes.weebly.com/
http://www.musicforyourplants.com/
mailto:yannickvd11@yahoo.fr
http://www.everdale.org/
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that provide hands-on, solution-based food and farming education to build and engage healthy local 
communities.  Everdale is supported at BCCF by a team of partner organizations:  FoodShare 
(foodshare.net), AfriCan FoodBasket (africanfoodbasket.com), Fresh City Farms (freshcityfarms.com), 
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (trca.on.ca), Ryerson University’s Centre for Studies in Food 
Security (ryerson.ca/foodsecurity), and York University’s Faculty of Environmental Studies (fes.yorku.ca). 
 
These organizations have come together to launch BCCF, a ground-breaking, community urban farm. The 
farm will be staffed and supported by community residents and the harvests of fresh, healthy food will 
feed the local community. The farm will also be an intergenerational place of learning and training where 
youth will reconnect to the story of their food, a new generation of urban farmers will be trained and the 
community will gather to celebrate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For background information about Black Creek Community Farm go to www.everdale.org/blackcreek  . 
 
About Gavin Dandy, Co-founder of Everdale and Coordinator of Black Creek Community Farm 
Gavin is a city boy who became a farmer – much to his own surprise.  He co-founded Everdale in 1998. 
Since then he has developed Everdale’s diverse markets for food sales (CSA, farmers markets, wholesale 
and retail sales). He has also created and implemented the Farmers Growing Farmers, a suite new farmer 
training programs which includes the Sustainable Farming Certificate (SFC) and the Farm Planner course.  
More than 70 graduates of these programs have gone on to start their own farms.  Most of these people 
have come from non-farming backgrounds.  In 2012, Gavin took on the role of coordinator of Everdale’s 
new urban agriculture project, Black Creek Community Farm, in Toronto.  He also teaches part time for 
Fleming College’s Sustainable Agriculture graduate certificate program, and for the University of Guelph’s 
Sustainable Urban Horticulture and Agriculture certificate program. 
 
About Ran Goel, Co-founder, Fresh City Farms 
FCF is a for-profit urban farming enterprise that empowers people to start city farming businesses in 
Toronto by providing training, support, community and a market.  FCF believes in the power of city 
farming to promote local, organically grown food by bringing makers and eaters closer together.  Ran is an 
activist on human rights and environmental issues, he conceived the Fresh City concept while advising 
hedge funds and private equity funds with Sidley Austin LLP in New York. He graduated with a BBA from 

http://www.foodshare.net/
http://blog.africanfoodbasket.com/
http://www.freshcityfarms.com/
http://www.trca.on.ca/
http://www.ryerson.ca/foodsecurity
http://fes.yorku.ca/
http://everdale.org/blackcreek/
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the Schulich School of Business, York University, a MSc from the London School of Economics as a 
Commonwealth Scholar and a JD from the University of Toronto. 
 
About Anan Xola Lololi, Executive Director, Afri-Can FoodBasket 
Anan is one of the founders of the Afri-Can FoodBasket, a non-profit Food Justice & Community Food 
Security organization that began in 1995 in Toronto. He has been the executive director of AFB for the last 
seventeen years promoting CFS and Food Justice in Toronto, North America and the Caribbean. He has 
lectured across Canada, US and in the Caribbean on community food security and food justice. Anan work 
of recent has been focused around “Neighbourhood Food Security” establishing food security initiatives in 
Toronto’s priority communities. To date he has personally work with over 40 community gardens and over 
1,200 gardeners in Toronto.  
 
Utcha Sawyers, Community Food Animation & Food Justice Manager, FoodShare 
A first generation Torontonian, born to parents of Afri-Caribbean decent, Utcha spent her childhood 
experiencing firsthand the hardships and obstacles that plague our lower income communities, perhaps 
the worst of those being day to day food access insecurity. Thus a seed was planted, and Utcha was 
organically fertilized with an education and employment journey in Cultural Community and Employment 
Development. Today Utcha collaborates with a dynamic network of partners, engaging 
community members in the same lower income communities that influenced her path, working as a 
FoodShare Community Food Animation and Food Justice Manager, blowing life into food projects and 
leading Food Justice and Dismantling Racism analysis and action. Utcha has over 10 years of social justice 
activism within the Afri-Caribbean and low-income communities locally and internationally, 
 
Michael Scahill, Assistant Coordinator, Everdale’s Black Creek Community Farm  
Michael is a recent graduate from Fleming College’s Sustainable Agriculture graduate certificate program.  
In 2012, he completed an internship at Everdale and quickly became an integral part of the team of people 
working to develop the Black Creek Community Farm.  Mike also graduated from the Ecosystems 
Management program at Fleming College and has a degree in Law from his country of origin, New 
Zealand.   
 
•••••••••••••••••• 
 
 

          McNaughton 105     9:30 AM – 11:00 AM 

Integrating Seed in the Market Garden 
By Daniel Brisebois 
 

Vegetable growers have unique opportunities as seed growers. They are equipped to handle diversified 
crops, they are familiar with what they want in vegetable varieties, and they can harvest portions of crops 
going to seed as a market vegetable. Of course you need to consider labour, isolation distances and space 
requirements as you add seed crops to your farm. But it's well worth it to increase on-farm agro-ecological 
diversity, reduce expenses, guarantee a supply of critical varieties, and potentially diversify your farm 
revenue. 

Comparing seed crops with vegetable crops: 

 Planting times 

 Overwintering 

 Weeding needs 

 Pollination 

 Irrigation 
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 Seed Harvest 

 Rotation 

 Field Layout 
 

Crops to consider (easiest to hardest): 

 Fruits that don't easily cross pollinate: Tomatoes; peppers; and eggplants 

 Annual greens you can cut as salad greens: Asian greens; lettuce; spinach 

 Fruits that that saving seed will impact veg yield: Beans; peas 

 Fruits that cross-pollinate easily 

 Biennial greens you can cut as salad greens: Kale, Chard, Chicories 

 Biennial roots that you can sell discards: Carrots, Beets, Turnips, Radishes 
 

About Daniel Brisebois   
Daniel Brisebois is co-author of Crop Planning for Organic Vegetable 
Growers and blogs about growing seed (goingtoseed.wordpress.com). 
He is one of the 5 members of Tourne-Sol co-operative farm 
(www.fermetournesol.qc.ca) in Les Cedres, Quebec. Tourne-Sol 
produces certified organic vegetables, flowers, seeds, seedlings and 
herbal teas on 12 acres rented from an organic grain farm. Tourne-Sol's 
products are distributed through a 250-share CSA, farmers market, and 
on-line seed catalogue. 
 
Daniel has a B. Sc. in agricultural engineering from McGill University. He is also president of Canadian 
Organic Growers and on the Eastern Canadian Organic Seed Growers Network's steering committee. You 
can reach Daniel at daniel@fermetournesol.qc.ca 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 
  
 

                McNaughton 113      9:30 AM – 12:30 PM 

Biodynamic Talks:  Workshop A 
Towards an Understanding of the Stars in Agriculture: Astrology, 
Astronomy & Astrosophy 
By Mary Stewart Adams 
 

Workshop Overview: 
The striving to understand our relationship to the planetary and starry worlds that are the Earth's natural 
environment has led to some of humanity's highest achievements ~ in literature, architecture, science, 
and art. But while contemporary man builds telescopes and spacecraft to further his reach into this 
celestial landscape, the threat of losing our indigenous connection to starry worlds becomes greater and 
greater. The tremendous loss of natural darkness throughout the world, coupled with a fundamental loss 
of understanding about the role of rhythm and ceremony that is rooted in the daily exchange of dark and 
light jeopardizes basic human health while simultaneously taxing our environment. 
 
How did we get here? And what is the possible role of farm and farmer in this contemporary 
environment?   
 
Mary Stewart Adams, star lore historian, astrosopher, and program director for one of only seven 
international dark sky parks in the US, will take us on a journey through a history of star knowledge in 
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order to support the understanding that the human being stands as mediator in the on-going interchange 
between earth and sky, and is supported in this role through regular, ceremonial, engagement with the 
natural world beneath our feet and over our heads.  
 
The transition through history from astrology, to astronomy, to astrosophy is demonstrative of a profound 
shift in the cultural and intellectual consciousness of man to his environment, and will be used in this 
session as the backbone for understanding how our concepts about our place in the greater celestial 
cosmos has a specific consequence in our day-to-day. The human being is capable of seeing about 10,000 
objects in the night sky. With the use of modern technology, over 900 million objects have now been 
identified. This phenomenon of scientific discovery will serve as the backdrop for our discussion, through 
which we hope to address the questions: What does this seeming increase in discovered objects mean 
relative to our daily environment, and how does it nourish and inspire us in our striving for harmony in the 
greater whole? Is it possible that nourishing our primal connection to an environment that includes the 
planetary and starry worlds can increase the vitality of our terrestrial environment? And can such 
awareness inspire compassionate relationship with our fellow man and with our 
environment? 
 

About Mary Stewart Adams   
Program Director, Headlands International Dark Sky Park, Emmet County, Michigan 
USA; International Dark Sky Places Committee Member, International Dark Sky 
Association, Tucson, Arizona USA; Member, First Class, School of Spiritual Science, 
Anthropsophical Society. 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 

 
                

Thornbrough 1307   11:30 AM –12:30 PM 

New Thinking Will Save Agriculture 
By Melisa Luymes 
 
In this workshop, I will highlight key ideas among farmers and in the farm media that is actually hurting 
agriculture. My presentation will be based on my Master’s thesis in rural sociology here at the University 
of Guelph, in which I studied farm magazines, the general farm organizations and interviews with farmers 
to understand current ‘farmer think.’ I will briefly outline the thought-provoking sociological theories on 
food regimes and hegemony before diving into the results.  I found farmers’ views on educating 
consumers, their mistrust of their neighbours, and their discrediting the government while advocating for 
global free trade and ‘personal freedoms’ are actually not in agriculture’s best interests but work mostly 
to benefit large agribusiness corporations.  The status quo in agriculture is not absolute truth, but rather a 
series of ideas we have been taught to believe and if these ideas are not serving our best interests, then 
we can and must work to change them.  The presentation will be followed by an opportunity for 
participants to share their own thoughts, in order that we can begin an important and honest discussion 
about how we can save agriculture, for the benefit of our farmers, our health and our environment. 
Though research focused on conventional agriculture, the discussion is crucial for organic farmers and 
members of the public alike because we are all in this together. Bring your questions and see you there! 

Dorothy Rowe once said that “99% of suffering isn’t cause by natural disasters; it’s caused by the ideas we 
hold. And if we believe these ideas are absolute truth,  then we suffer and we force other people to suffer.  
But if we believe that our ideas are ideas we have created, then we know we’re free to change them” 
(Beyond Fear, 2002).  Though a psychologist, her argument can be applied to agricultural economics and 
politics.  Land values, borders, currencies, subsidies, interest, tariffs, trade policies, markets, individualism, 
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competition, inequality and culture are all ideas that we ourselves have created.  But by the fatalistic way 
we talk about agriculture today it would seem that we are slaves to these concepts. But, if an idea isn’t 
working for the majority of people, we shouldn’t change to fit the idea but should insist that the idea itself 
be adjusted, until it meets our needs.  After all, it’s only an idea.  
 
In writing my Master’s Degree in Sociology here at the University of Guelph (The Farmer and The Food 
Regime, 2012), I studied the ideas and language of farmers in this area through a content analysis of the 
Ontario Farmer and other ag media, through participation in all three general farm organizations and in 
interviews with farmers. I relied on a food regime approach (Harriet Friedmann, Philip McMichael). A food 
regime is somewhat like a political dictatorship but instead of one single person or party ruling a country, 
a country or a group of people are controlling the global economy and they are using food to do it.  
Because, as we all know, he who controls the food controls the world.   

These academics argue that each regime uses a key idea that resonates with farmers to such an extent 
that the regime doesn’t even need to be enforced but actually appears natural. 
 
They argue that the first food regime lasted from about 1870-1930 and was colonial, as North America’s 
raw materials and wheat brought revenue to England.  The second regime (1950-1973) centred on the 
powerful idea of food aid but, in reality, created global dependence on the United States.  During this 
regime, First World farmers overproduced and their surplus was given to the Third World as aid. However, 
distributing food below the cost of production actually destroyed agriculture in the Third World, as their 
farmers could not compete.  Many could argue that hunger in the Third World today is due in part to the 
legacy of such practices.  The powerful idea of ‘aid’ was soon exposed as ‘dumping’ and this regime also 
fell into decline. 

Sociologists argue that since the 1990s, we’ve been in a Third Food Regime, but it is difficult to discuss 
what is happening; it is kind of like a dream that we can’t understand until we wake up.  However, most 
academics agree that our current regime hinges on neoliberal economics and is not controlled by a single 
country but, instead, by a very small number of very large corporations.  

My research was an attempt to understand the key ideas of this third food regime, in hopes that by 
exposing them, we would no longer be slaves to these ideas. I relied on the writings of Antonio Gramsci, 
an Italian Marxist who, in the 1930s, theorized that regimes are hegemonic in that the majority of people 
hold ideas that actually work against their best interests; they consent to their own exploitation. 

I found at least five ideas that the farmers I interviewed held (to varying degrees) that were actually 
working against agriculture: the belief that agribusiness corporations are working for farmers, the notion 
that consumers need to be educated, the idea that the government has no role in agriculture, the belief 
that farmers cannot work together and faith that free trade will lead to global prosperity.  
 

1. What’s the problem with not knowing about the corporate role in agriculture?  While they say that 
ignorance is bliss, farmers have a right to know about the decisions being made in boardrooms that 
affect their livelihoods.  Due to corporate mergers in the last decades, agricultural inputs, implements, 
processing and trading are controlled by only a handful of companies that now have power to set both 
prices and policy.  Their mandate is to create profit, not to feed the world or provide farmers a fair 
return. 

2. Why not be defensive against consumers? Because of films like Food, Inc., consumers are concerned 
with the corporate control of agriculture.  However, corporations have long been using farmers as 
their ‘human shields’ against criticism.  As long as farmers are agvocates (defending status quo ideas 
that don’t even work for them) and try to educate consumers, they lose their greatest ally.  

3. What’s wrong with hating government? Disagreeing with one party’s decisions is normal, but it 
seems that many don’t even appreciate the role of government.  The government is our voice and if 
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we don’t like what our politicians are doing, we have the power to change it all with our votes. 
Multinational agribusinesses are not democratic and they will be the first to benefit when we have 
silenced ourselves by telling our government to ‘back off’.    

4. What’s the problem with mistrusting our neighbours?  Throughout history, farmers have been the 
most powerful when they have co-operated.  If farmers continue to believe they could never work 
together, and if interaction between members of the farming community continues to decrease, 
farmers’ ability to protect their livelihoods also decreases.  

5. What’s wrong with faith in a global free market? Put simply, while it creates food insecurity, both 
here and abroad, free trade benefits large transnational companies and commodity traders (not the 
men and women that actually work for a living). History has proven that trade without restrictions 
leads to economic instability, especially when combined with unpredictable weather conditions.  If 
farmers believe that their struggles are due to personal failure and not to market failure, the damage 
is two-fold: 1) increased psychological concerns in the farming community and 2) a free market 
ideology that is never questioned.     

Far from being ‘the way things have to be’ the status quo in agriculture is actually just a series of ideas.  
And if these mere ideas are actually working against farmers and against a healthy and sustainable 
agricultural sector, then we need to change them. 

At first read, this may not seem applicable to the organic farmers at this conference, but I believe it is 
crucial.  For one, there were problems in agriculture long before farmers were sold on the idea that they 
needed chemicals.  But more importantly, the dichotomy between organic and conventional agriculture 
(us / them) isn’t helping the situation.  Farmers know more than anyone that everything is connected.  
Though organic farmers may have faced early criticism in their communities, I hope that will not deter 
them from sitting on their commodity or federation boards and rocking the boat.   

Let’s bring some new ideas to the discussion.  If you missed the workshop, but would like to read more or 
comment, log on to www.headlands.ca  

 

About Melisa Luymes   
Mel Luymes was born and raised on a conventional farm north of Guelph.  After years 
of university and travelling she has come back to the area with some new (well, 
renewed) ideas and, when she isn’t growing vegetables, she spends her time rocking 
the boat as a director with the Wellington Federation of Agriculture.  If you miss the 
workshop, you can connect online at www.headlands.ca for links and commentary on 
Ontario agriculture.  

•••••••••••••••••• 

 
UC 441             11:30 AM –12:30 PM 

The Food Web: Organic Food and International Flyways 
By Anthony John, Soiled Reputation Farm 
 

An organic produce farm in Perth County Ontario and a shade-grown coffee 
farm in Ecuador might seem polar opposites in many ways, and far removed 

http://www.headlands.ca/
http://www.headlands.ca/
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from one another.  However, when looked at more closely, remarkable relationships emerge.  I will 
outline the day to day operation of a 20 acre organic vegetable operation (Soiled Reputation Farm) as it 
moves through the seasons. The challenges and issues facing growing vegetables organically, from soil 
health to marketing will be discussed. As the presentation unfolds, I will introduce viewers to the corollary 
benefits of farming organically, as it relates to biodiversity.  Using photographs taken by me over a 20 year 
period, I will show the remarkable complexity of life on our farm, especially avian species. 

  What emerges is a picture of a farm that operates as an ecosystem rather than a food production system, 
and a remarkably complex food web has developed along with our farm.  This trophic relationship extends 
underneath the soil and hundreds of feet above the farm, from microbes to birds and insects. 

   As the talk progresses from early spring to winter, the subject now becomes a typical shade-grown 
coffee plantation in Costa Rica and Ecuador, and the practices used to grow coffee that also enhance 
biodiversity, again, primarily bird species.  The variety of bird life in tropical ecosystems is breathtaking, 
and is further enhanced in the winter months by the arrival of hundreds of species of North American 
migrant birds.  Many of these species will be the same (indeed, perhaps even the same individual), that 
nested on my farm in Perth County in the spring.  These two ecosystems, seemingly so far apart, are 
actually connected to one another by the migrating birds and even insects that course through American 
flyways.  All along these routes, organic farms, as well as other habitats, are used as rest and refuelling 
stops by these migrants, thus forming a hemisphere-wide food web.  The implications and characteristics 
of such a vast trophic connection will be further discussed. 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 
 
 

           McNaughton 118     11:30 AM – 12:30 PM 

Local Food Meets the Healthcare Paradigm 
By Fay Rakoff 
  

This paper examines motivations, challenges and solutions regarding hospitals procuring more local, 
sustainably produced foods, and more optimal handling of food wastage.  
In 2010 the Ontario Provincial Government began issuing grants for R&D, specifically to increase Ontario-
local food consumption at public institutions, thereby stimulating provincial economic growth and 
agricultural sustainability.  
 
My personal involvement with the Canadian Coalition for Green Health Care began in 2011, as a thesis 
towards my Sustainability Certificate. I performed a food origin audit at a 900 bed teaching hospital in 
downtown Toronto. Data was gathered by interviewing distributors, suppliers and, where possible, by 
drilling down to source farms. The audit indicated that only a small fraction of the food was locally 
sourced, with most ingredients coming from other Canadian provinces, the US and South America. 
Interviews did reveal a tendency amongst hospital administrators and commercial food suppliers of 
increased awareness of the benefits of local organics. 
 
Subsequently, I designed a food satisfaction and consumption survey for a 200 bed, southern Ontario, 
regional hospital. This survey provided insights if locally grown, fresher ingredients would improve 
inpatient food satisfaction, thereby reducing wastage. 
 
During fall 2012, I conducted an in-depth analysis of food wastage at a Kitchener Long-Term Care Facility, 
to explore opportunities to reduce surplus food production and better handle the food waste that is 
inevitably generated. Key waste reduction recommendations include the establishment of on-site 
institutional composting and edible gardening, aiming for closed-loop operation. 
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The assertion is that, as hospitals demand more local and sustainably produced foods as raw ingredients, 
farmers, suppliers and distributors will trigger policy change at local levels and further up the chain, 
spawning a shift from the industrial agri-business model to a more local, sustainable food supply.  
In 2013, hospitals will be encouraged to take the Healthy Food in Health Care Pledge to support 
sustainable food procurement and practices. 
 
My volunteer work with Seeds For Change, a grass-roots community organization, supplements the vision 
of building healthier neighbourhoods through community gardens and the creation of a food policy 
charter. 
 
Key words 
*farm to hospital * *sustainable local food systems* *inpatient food service satisfaction & consumption* 
*surplus food production* *Institutional composting* *policy reform* *community gardens* 
 
About Fay Rakoff  
Fay is a “mature” student, at the Chang School of Continuing Education at Ryerson 
University. She hasa Certificate in Sustainability and is now well into meeting 
requirements for a Food Security Certificate. Her focus is local, sustainable food for 
health care and her studies and related volunteer activities have become an all-
encompassing, life-style changing, passionate hobby.  In Fay’s professional life, she is 
the Director of Operations for "epost", the electronic mail delivery arm of Canada 
Post.  She started out with a Computer Science degree, from the University of Cape 
Town, South Africa, and has been immersed in the IT industry ever since. In her 
current role, Fay runs a 24*7*365 data processing shop that delivers electronic mail 
on behalf of Canadian financial and commercial institutions.  
 
••••••••••••••••••      

 
 

   McNaughton 105    11:30 AM –12:30 PM 

Kitchen Gardening: Grow Your Own Microgreen Business 
By Lisa Mumm 
 
This workshop will teach you how to bring the nutritional potency of microgreens to your community. 
Using a ten-step how to grow process, we will cover a series of best practices to help you establish a 
microgreen production system suited to your environment. We’ll cover both soil-based and hydroponic 
methods, and examine best practices not only for the ‘big three’ microgreens (wheatgrass, pea shoots, 
and sunflower greens) but explore options for brassicas, herbs, and others.  For the experienced grower, 
this workshop will help you to scale up production by minimizing mould and rot, uneven growth, and 
other yield related issues. We’ll also touch on specialty microgreens, which help to diversify production 
and allow greater access to specialty markets. 
 
About Lisa Mumm   
Lisa Mumm was raised on her family’s organic alfalfa seed farm, and is a fourth 
generation farmer. Together with her parents, Jim & Maggie Mumm, she runs 
the family farm and business, Mumm’s Sprouting Seeds. She is a member of the 
Saskatchewan Organic Directorate’s Organic Agriculture Protection Fund 
Committee, and a supporter of the Canadian Biotechnology Action Network.  
Mumm's Sprouting Seeds, Box 80, Parkside SK, S0J 2A0 Tel: 306.747.2935 
Website: www.sprouting.com  

http://www.sprouting.com/
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Thornbrough 1307    1:30 PM – 3:00 PM 

Small-scale Equipment for up to 100 Acres: Green Manures and Cash 
Crops 
By Lorne Jamieson, Ignatius Farm 
 
The seminar will include many slides and 50 years of my agricultural experiences [ I wasn't allowed to 
drive equipment until I was 10]. I'll talk about the field work at Ignatius and describe the field operations 
as they evolve throughout the year from primary + secondary tillage, planting, weeding to harvest. We are 
certified organic by Ecocert, Canada. We use two 50 horse tractors, a small 'Friday' garden tractor and a 
collection of various equipment that is from 10 years old to 50+. This includes a small pto pull type 
combine, tineweeder, primary + secondary tillage,etc. Some equipment has been redesigned and 
does multiple types of field work [multi-use toolbar]. We grow cash crops, CSA vegetables and have an 
active green manure cropping system. This is an interactive Q + A discussion with sharing of good + not so 
good ideas + experiences. I'll be available right after the seminar to answer more in depth questions about 
special or new concepts for your operation not covered today. 

•••••••••••••••••• 

 
 

UC 441              1:30 PM – 3:00 PM 

Attracting Wild Pollinators to your Farm 
By Susan Chan 
 
As a farmer, you can do a lot to protect and encourage wild pollinators, especially bees, on your land.   
 
Step 1:  STOP Using Insecticides to Kill Pests 
Bees are especially susceptible to poisoning by insecticides, including natural insecticides and home 
remedies.  

 If your land is located close to areas where insecticides are being applied  

 Create resource-rich zones away from danger areas  

 Plant barrier hedges to reduce insecticide drift 

 Educate those who use insecticides 

 Evening applications after pollinators have stopped foraging are better 

 Choose less toxic insecticides--avoid Furadan and neonicotinoids, see 
http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/food/inspection/bees/pollination.htm#table1 

 Bees Act forbids spraying of flowering crops at bloom time 
 

Step 2:  NOTICE the Pollinators on your Property   

 Look for bees on flowers--presence of pollen on bodies, drinking nectar 

 Scan the ground for small, neat, pencil-sized holes--ground nesters 

 Inspect dead tree trunks, or hollow stems for small holes that are plugged--cavity nesters 

 Tear open a wilted pumpkin flower or two to search for sleeping male hoary squash bees,  

 Look for neat, semi-circular cutouts on the leaves of your rosebushes--leaf cutter bees  

 Identifying the wild bees may be difficult--over 400 species in Ontario 

 A pictorial key to the bees of Eastern Canada is available on line at   
http://www.biology.ualberta.ca/bsc/ejournal/pgs_03/pgs_03.pdf   

 Pollination Canada provides an observer’s kit 
http://www.seeds.ca/proj/poll/index.php?n=pc_observers_kit 

   

http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/food/inspection/bees/pollination.htm#table1
http://www.biology.ualberta.ca/bsc/ejournal/pgs_03/pgs_03.pdf
http://www.seeds.ca/proj/poll/index.php?n=pc_observers_kit
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Step 3:  LEAVE Naturalized Places Intact 

 Hedgerows are commonly made up of plants that are excellent sources of food for pollinators.  

 Hawthorn, choke cherry, lilac, staghorn sumac, wild roses, and wild apples  

 Hedgerows can harbour colonies of bumble bees 
 
Step 4:  PLANT Resource-rich Plants 

 Variety of Plants 

 Bloom time 

 Flower size/shape http://www.seeds.ca/proj/poll/index.php?k=21 

 Plants for Specialist Foragers 

 Pumpkin/squash for Hoary Squash Bee 

 Evening primrose for Lassioglossum oenethera 

 Thistles for Melissoides desponsa 

 Staghorn sumac for Band-footed Sweat Bee 

 Native Plants 

 Nectar-producing Crop Plants 

 Weeds 

 Herbs 
 

Step 5:  ESTABLISH Nesting Sites 

 Characteristics of a good nesting site 

 Uncultivated Field Margins--hoary squash bee 

 Sandy Nesting Sites--Calliopsis andreniformis prefers sandy soils for nesting 

 Stems 

 Yellow-faced bees Hylaeus 

 Small carpenter bee Ceratina 

 Leafcutter bees 

 Artificial stem nests  

 For mason bees  http://www.discoverlife.org/bee/opp/design.html.   

 Wood--Virgina carpenter bees, leaf-cutter bees 

 Cavities--Bumble bees--http://www.bumblebee.org/nestbox_plans.htm 

 Mud Puddles 
 
Step 6:  BECOME a Bee Spotter 
Take photographs of the bees you see, recording the place, time, host plant or nesting site, and date of 
the photo.  Submit these photos to:  

 On-line identification services such as the one offered at http://bugguide.net/ 

 Rusty-patched Bumble Bee Project page 
http://www.facebook.com/#!/RustyPatchedBumbleBee  

 
Case Study:  First Steps in Creating Wild Pollinator Foraging Habitat on a Cash Crop Farm 
Riley produces wheat, soybeans, and canola on his farms.  To increase efficiency and because the 
machinery he uses is so large, he removed the traditional hedgerows and fencing from the farms that he  
cultivates.  However, Riley is aware that although both canola and soybeans can set seed without insect 
pollinators such as bees, yield and seed quality improve when pollinators are present.  In the past, Riley 
has depended upon the pollination services of managed honey bee colonies, provided by a local 
beekeeper.  However, over the past 5 years, because of honey bee diseases and high overwintering losses, 
it has become more and more difficult to find enough honey bee colonies to provide the pollination that 
he needs and the cost of these pollination services has been steadily increasing.  Through his involvement 
in a local farm stewardship event, Riley recently discovered that Ontario boasts nearly 400 species of wild 

http://www.seeds.ca/proj/poll/index.php?k=21
http://www.discoverlife.org/bee/opp/design.html
http://www.bumblebee.org/nestbox_plans.htm
http://bugguide.net/
http://www.facebook.com/#!/RustyPatchedBumbleBee
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native bees that are excellent pollinators.  As a result he decided to implement a plan to increase native 
pollinators on his farm properties.  His first step was to re-instate hedgerows on the exterior margins of 
his properties.  He was able to obtain cost-sharing funding for this through the Environmental Farm Plan 
for both the time he spent and the hard costs of creating this perimeter habitat, and was then able to 
augment that funding through matching funds from various conservation organizations, especially for 
plant material.  In these perimeter hedgerows, Riley hopes to provide increased foraging habitat for 
pollinators by planting apple trees, chokecherries, wild raspberries, vervain, sumac, elderberries, borage, 
bergamot and pussy willows.   
 
Case Study:  Building Up Wild Pollinator Populations on a Pumpkin Farm by Providing Undisturbed 
Nesting Sites 
Harry Zeimer owns and operates a small 30-acre pumpkin farm and has grown and sold his crop at the 
farm gate and through agri-tourism activities on the farm at Halloween for the last 20 years.  Because he 
grows the same crop in the same fields every year and because pumpkin vines spread so far, Harry 
stopped cultivating the outermost 2-3 metres at the edges of his fields and concentrated his plantings 
within the middle portions of the field.  As a result, the 2-3 metre edge strip of undisturbed soil became 
populated over time with a large nesting aggregation of  specialist ground-nesting hoary squash bees 
(Peponapis pruinosa).  These bees become active in the early dawn hours at the same time as the 
pumpkin flowers open.  By the time honey bees become active in the pumpkin field around 9 a.m., the 
pumpkin flowers have already been fully pollinated and all the pumpkin flowers have been stripped of 
their floral resources (nectar and pollen).  Furthermore, these bees cost Harry nothing and they do not 
sting, despite their large populations in the field.    
 
Case Study:  Pollinator Conservation on a Rural Residential Property 
Dorothy lives on a ten-acre property which includes forest, wetland, a large pond, fields, and gardens.  No 
chemical fertilizers or pesticides/herbicides are used on the property.  To provide nesting habitat for wild 
bees, Dorothy has placed artificial nests made from large hollow stemmed grasses that she grows around 
her property.  She purposefully creates piles of brush along the edges of her small forest, and leaves 
standing dead wood to provide nesting habitat for wood-dwelling bees. 
Dorothy and her family contribute to the growing body of knowledge about pollinating insects by 
participating in a citizen-scientist research project hosted at 
http://www.discoverlife.org/bee/opp/design.html to study the effects of climate change on the nesting 
habits of the mason bees that nest in the trap nests she places around their property.  Dorothy’s daughter 
regularly photographs the bees that are found on their property, makes records about where and when 
the photographs were taken and submits them to http://bugguide.net/ for identification.   
Perennial gardens are scattered around the property, full of nectar- and pollen-producing native and 
heirloom plants that provide resources to a broad spectrum of beneficial insects throughout the season.  
Dorothy purposefully scatters borage seed in her vegetable garden each year to provide long-lasting 
forage for bees, and she grows a large number of aromatic herbs which are also very attractive to bees.  In 
a corner of her property, Dorothy grows Jerusalem artichoke to provide pollen in the fall and also nesting 
sites for stem-dwelling bees.  Dandelions and coltsfoot are abundant on the property in the spring and the 
wetlands are full of red maples and pussy willows that provide pollen in the spring.     
Although the pollinator conservation measures that Dorothy and her family have taken on their property 
initially required some planning, effort, and commitment, they have been easy to maintain, and they have 
cost next to nothing.   Over the years, insect biodiversity on the property has increased noticeably. 
 
About Susan Chan 
Susan Chan is an advocate for native pollinators and is the author of A 
Landowner’s Guide to Conserving Native Pollinators in Ontario.  She has an 
academic background in agriculture and education, including a M.Sc. in 
pollination biology from Guelph University.  Susan manages the Rusty-patched 
Bumble Bee Project for Farms at Work, and is developing a beekeeping 

http://www.discoverlife.org/bee/opp/design.html
http://bugguide.net/
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mentorship program for the Kawarthas.  She is also an active ecological beekeeper, treasurer of Central 
Ontario Beekeepers Association, lecturer at Fleming College’s Sustainable Agriculture Program, co-founder 
of the Lakefield Farmers’ Market, and owner of Ten for Joy Herb Farm.  
 
••••••••••••••••••  
 
 

             UC 442             1:30 PM – 3:00 PM 

Well-Seasoned Kitchen Medicine: Kitchen Herbs and Spices 
By Kerry Hackett 
 
Did you know that your cupboards were full of herbal medicines? For generations, kitchen herbs and 
spices were the foundation of medicine in the home and, even though many of these techniques have 
been forgotten, they are no less effective. In this lecture, we will explore not only the plants behind these 
remedies, but also how you can use them on a daily basis for yourself, family and friends. Practical advice 
will play a large part during this talk as will the essential skills needed to make kitchen medicine a 
rewarding go-to resource for any number of common ailments. For those who attended my “Ten Essential 
Herbs” lecture at the Guelph Organic Conference 2012, consider this talk as “Part Two” in learning herbal 
medicine basics. For those who did not attend last year’s lecture, not to worry - there will be something 
here for everyone. 
 
The table below should help you keep track of the plants mentioned during this talk. The recipes discussed 
may be found at www.kerryhackett.ca 
 

Common Latin Warming Cooling Moistening Drying 

Aloe vera Aloe barbadensis  x x  

Anise Pimpinella anisum x   x 

Banana Musa paradisiaca  x x  

Basil Ocimum basilicum x   x 

Bay Laurus nobilis x   x 

Cardamom Elettaria cardamomum x   x 

Carrot Daucus carota subsp. 
sativus 

 x x  

Cayenne Capsicum minimum x   x 

Cinnamon Cinnamomum zeylanicum x   x 

Cloves Eugenia caryophyllus x   x 

Cucumber Cucurmis sativus  x x  

Dill Anethum graveolens x   x 

Fennel Foeniculum vulgare x x x x 

Fenugreek Trigonella foenum-
graecum 

x  x  

Garlic Allium sativum x   x 

Ginger Zingiber officinale x   x 

Honey  Neutral  x x 

Horseradish Armoracia rusticana x   x 

Lemon Citrus limonum  x  x 

Marjoram Origanum majorana x   x 

Mustard Brassica spp. x   x 

Oats Avena sativa Neutral  x  

http://www.kerryhackett.ca/
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Oils Various Neutral   x 

Onion Allium cepa x   x 

Oregano Origanum vulgare x   x 

Parsley Petroselinum crispum x   x 

Pepper Piper spp. x   x 

Peppermint Mentha piperita x x  x 

Rosemary Rosmarimus officinalis x   x 

Sage Salvia officinalis x   x 

Thyme Thymus vulgaris x   x 

Vinegar Various  x  x 

 
About Kerry Hackett 
Kerry achieved the UK equivalent to a BSc in Herbal Medicine after five 
years of intensive education in Herbal Studies, Medical Science, Nutrition 
and supervised clinical training. She also holds a diploma in Veterinary 
Homeopathy and has worked with both domestic and wild animals. In 
addition, Kerry is a member of the National Institute of Medical Herbalists 
(UK), the American Herbalists Guild, the Ontario Herbalists Association 
(Past-President) and the Veterinary Botanical Medicine Association. She is 
also a certified Master Gardener and is currently studying towards an MSc 
in Herbal Medicine. 
 
•••••••••••••••••• 

 
 

McNaughton 105      1:30 PM –3:00 PM 

Wood Mushroom Cultivation Options: Indoor, Outdoor, Market Garden 
and Woodlot 
By Bruno Pretto 
 
Session Overview 
The power point presentation will focus on outdoor hardwood log cultivation of Shiitake mushrooms. The 
aim is to give attendees practical knowledge about growing Shiitake mushrooms outdoors on hardwood 
logs as well as a general understanding of the Kingdom Fungi.   Bruno will present an overview of the most 
widely practiced outdoor and indoor cultivation methods for a number of edible and medicinal 
mushrooms and will also give general background information about mushrooms including their various 
ecological roles, as well as their gourmet, medicinal, and nutritional value.   Specific and detailed 
information will be given about the cultivation of Shiitake mushrooms outdoors on hardwood logs 
including types of wood to use, when to cut logs, how to store & handle logs, when and how to inoculate, 
what spawn is and the formats it comes in, and the equipment required.  There will be a drilling and 
inoculating demonstration using sawdust spawn plugs.  Bruno will then discuss log management, 
harvesting, and marketing and will conclude with a question & answer session.   
 
Sawdust Plug Spawn Use Instructions 
Each sheet contains 600 plugs. The spawn is at its peak. Immediate use is recommended. However, if you 
do not intend to use it within the next few days, store in the plastic bag in the refrigerator at 2-50C.   
Refrigerated the spawn will keep for up to 1 month.  Bring it to room temperature for a day or two before 
using. Use the following rules to protect the spawn from contamination:  

 Clean your hands periodically;  

 Cut the sheet up into smaller pieces to make it more manageable, we suggest strips of two 
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rows each.  Pop the plugs out with finger pressure and insert them into pre-drilled holes.  

 Close the bag after removing individual pieces of the sheet to prevent dehydration, and 
keep it in the shade in a cool spot.  

Ideally your logs were cut this past winter and have been kept in a shady spot. If they were cut during the 
previous summer the success rate will be lower. The moisture content of the log cannot be below 25%. 
Ideally it should be above 35%.  If there are any concerns that it might be below 25% the logs should be 
soaked for at least 24 hours or sprinkled for a few days prior to inoculation. If your logs have a lot of 
lichen or moss growth on them, brushing them off before drilling is a good idea. Do not pre-drill the logs – 
plan your project so that the drilling & inoculating are done in single sessions. Use a 12 mm or 12.5 mm 
wood drill bit. The depth of the hole should be 2.5 to 3 cm or 1 to 1 1/8”.  The hole should be ¼ to 1/8” 
deeper than the length of the plug so that a small air space remains after the plug has been inserted. Do 
not push the plug to the bottom of the hole – leave the cap of the plug flush with the surface of the bark.  
For Shiitake or Oyster, drill your holes 10-15 cm (4-6 inches) apart, in offset rows 5-7.5 cm (2-3 inches) 
apart. The holes should form a diamond pattern as in the diagram below.  

o       o        o        o        o        o        o 
o       o        o        o        o        o 

o       o        o        o        o        o        o 

 
For Maitake or Reishi space the holes and rows closer together for a higher inoculation rate. This will 
achieve a faster spawn run but requires more spawn. Since these logs will be buried following the spawn 
run, a quick spawn run is desirable.   
After drilling the holes, pop the plugs out from the sheet by pushing the bottom of the plastic well. 
Manually insert the plugs into the pre-drilled holes so that the Styrofoam cap is flush with the bark and a 
small air space remains at the bottom. Following inoculation, stack your logs in a shaded area. The ideal 
location is well drained with some air movement. It is recommended that you water the logs thoroughly 
(sprinkle for 4-6 hours) once a week unless there is sufficient rainfall. Aim to keep the moisture inside the 
logs high (40-50% or higher) but allow the outside to dry to discourage moulds from rotting the bark off 
the logs. After a few months you should see the white mycelium showing at the ends of the logs which 
indicates a complete spawn run.  At this stage bury your Maitake or Reishi logs under 3 cm. (1 ½ in.) of soil 
and cover with leaves. The Shiitake logs are left in their stack (re-stacking once is recommended to vary 
the exposure) until the following spring.  In the spring stand the Shiitake logs against a wire (barbed wire 
works well) or rope strung between two posts or trees, or lean them against a support. This should be 
done early enough in the spring to prevent the mushrooms growing out on the ground and to allow them 
to emerge unobstructed.  
Check our web site www.mycosource.com for frequently asked questions (FAQ).  

For important tips about long-term log management we recommend one of the following books 
containing detailed information, pictures & illustrations on all aspects of log management. The techniques 
described in them are applicable to other species of mushrooms that are also grown on logs such as 
Maitake and Oysters.  

Log Management 
The logs you have purchased were inoculated with a wide temperature range shiitake mycelium about 
one year ago. They are now ready to “fruit” and with proper handling and good management should give 
you 4 to 5 years of production. The logs will produce mushrooms outdoors from May to November and 
can be fruited in a greenhouse during the winter months.  
 
Shiitake is a saprophytic mushroom that survives by deriving food from wood lignin which it breaks down 
with enzymes and then absorbs.   The mushroom organism (mycelium) that was introduced into the log 
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last year has been busy establishing itself (the spawn run) in the sapwood under the bark of the log, and 
will eventually digest the heartwood as well. After the mycelium has established itself and has gathered 
enough nutrients, it will try to reproduce itself, given the proper environmental stimuli – temperature, 
humidity, light. The mushrooms that the mycelium will produce are its means of reproduction. They are 
the fruiting bodies of the organism like the apples on a tree. If not harvested they will produce spores 
which will be released to the wind. The mushrooms are a treat to eat so you must harvest them before 
they sporulate (as below). 
 
It is important to remember that the mycelium is adversely affected by lack of moisture inside the log 
and/or high temperature. To prevent moisture loss and overheating the logs must be kept in the shade 
and must be prevented from drying out inside. Shade can be natural, as under trees or bushes, or man-
made, as under a porch or shade cloth. Dehydration can be avoided if the logs receive average rainfall or 
by manually watering. You can soak or sprinkle them (during a drought, water the logs as your other 
plants) but there are several caveats. The sprinkling/soaking protocols, referred to below, are important 
management techniques that will protect the integrity of the bark and extend the life of the log. 
The integrity of the bark must be maintained because it is the ‘skin’ of the log -- it keeps moisture in and 
other organisms out. The bark is negatively affected by UV rays and by constant wet/dampness.  The 
outside of the log must be allowed to dry to prevent molds from growing on the bark. Therefore the log 
needs to be in a well-ventilated area and not in standing water such as a swamp. Ideally your log/s should 
be standing up, with one end on the ground and the other end leaning against a tree, or against a string, 
rope, or wire that you can string between two trees or posts. Logs can also be stacked against each other 
in various arrangements. This prevents the mushrooms from getting squashed or dirty as they emerge, 
and allows the log to absorb some moisture from the ground. The logs should be handled with care as 
they age and the bark becomes more fragile. 
 
Generally, a log will fruit spontaneously in the spring following rainfall, producing a few mushrooms. To 
get larger, predictable fruitings the logs must be “forced”. This is achieved by adding moisture to the log. 
Soaking the whole log in cold water for 6-18 hours (older logs require less soaking as they are more 
porous) is the best way to accomplish this. However, irrigation with a sprinkler for 24-48 hours also works. 
The logs must also be physically “shocked”. This can be achieved either by movement during the soaking 
process, or by dropping them to the ground when you turn them end over end, which you should do 
periodically if you sprinkle rather than soak. It is worth repeating that the log must be soaked through to 
the sapwood and that the bark must then be allowed to dry out in a well-ventilated area and protected 
from prolonged periods of direct sunlight. 
 
Approximately a week after soaking or irrigation the logs will start to “flush” with mushrooms. From the 
time you see little mushroom pins coming out, to maturity, depends on the ambient temperature and 
humidity. Spring and fall growth is usually slow, summer fruitings can mature in a couple of days. The 
mushrooms should be harvested shortly after the veil has broken under the cap revealing the gills. 
Following harvesting the logs should be left alone so the mycelium can re-energize itself by digesting more 
wood lignans. This means six to eight weeks rest and then the soaking/sprinkling can be repeated. Using 
this management regime the logs can produce 3 to 4 harvests per season yielding a total of 1-2 kilograms 
of mushrooms per year.  Less frequent soakings, which allows time for the mycelium to store more 
nutrients between harvests, will generally produce larger mushrooms.   With proper care the logs will last 
an average of five years.  
 
This is a short description of the process. If you are interested in more detailed information about log 
inoculation and management these books are excellent: 
Growing Shiitake Mushrooms in a Continental Climate by Kozak,M. &  J. Krawcyk 
Shiitake Grower’s Handbook by Przybylowicz, P. &  J.Donaghue They are listed on our website at   
www.mycosource.com  
 

http://www.mycosource.com/
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Mushroom Related References 
Books 
Growing Shiitake Mushrooms in a Continental Climate.  Joe Krawcyk and M. Kozak. 3rd edition expected 
March 2012 
Shiitake Grower’s Handbook.   Paul Przybylowicz &  John Donaghue. Kendall Hunt, Iowa USA.1988 
Mycelium Running, Paul Stamets.  Ten Speed Press, Berleley, CA. 2005. 
Growing Gourmet and Medicinal Mushrooms.  Paul Stamets.   
Reishi Mushroom: Herb of Spiritual Potency and Medical Wonder . Terry Willard, Ph.D. Sylvan Press, 
Washington USA.  1990.   
Medicinal Mushrooms: An Exploration of Tradition, Healing, & Culture.  Christopher Hobbs, LAc.  Botanica 
Press, USA. 1986.  
 
Newsletters and organizations 
Mushroom Growers’ Newsletter, The Mushroom Company, Klamath Falls  OR  97601 USA 
www.MushroomCompany.com 
The Mycophile, newsletter of the North American Mycological Association. Oakland  CA  94610-4675 
www.namyco.org 
Mycological Society of Toronto. www.myctor.org   
www.mushroomcouncil.com/grow/sixsteps.htm 
 
Websites 
http://www.medicalmushrooms.net/ 
http://www.ted.com/talks/paul_stamets_on_6_ways_mushrooms_can_save_the_world.html 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/dr-patricia-fitzgerald/mushrooms-breast-cancer_b_1070744.html 
http://www.herbalextractsplus.com/shiitake-mushroom.cfm?gclid=COe3zoqsh5cCFQRkswodjXUC9w 
http://www.world-of-fungi.org/Mostly_Medical/Dawn_Soo/Dawn_Soo_SSM.htm 
http://www.shiitakecenter.com/page3.php 
http://www.Reishi.com 
http://www.mushroom-appreciation.com/reishi-mushrooms.html 
http://www.flowoflife.co.uk/Preparation%20of%20Reishi.pdf 
http://www.shroomery.org/forums/showflat.php/Number/5925988 
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/11/16/steve-farrar-on-mushrooms.aspx 
http://www.mycosource.com/medicine.htm 
 

About Bruno Pretto 
Bruno Pretto was born in Northern Italy in 1948 and emigrated to Canada 
with his family in 1959.   Bruno graduated from the University of Toronto in 
1970 with a B.Sc. in Chemistry.  Bruno had an import/export business in 
Toronto during the 80’s.  He sold that business and began a farm-based 
business in 1992.  After attending master workshops by Paul Stamets at 
Fungi Perfecti in Washington State he began cultivating Shiitake 
mushrooms outdoors on hardwood logs in 1993. He has now expanded his 
farm business to grow Oyster mushrooms and to produce mushroom spawn organically in an indoor 
facility that he constructed on the farm.  He currently retails mushrooms and other products at farmers’ 
markets in Toronto and supplies a number of restaurants with quality gourmet mushrooms.  He produces 
organic mushroom spawn for other growers and conducts cultivation workshops. His website 
www.mycosource.com lists all products and services. Bruno loves his work and his farm on the Oak Ridges 
Moraine and is known to friends and associates as ‘The Fun Guy’.  

 

 

http://www.mushroomcompany.com/
http://www.namyco.org/
http://www.myctor.org/
http://www.mushroomcouncil.com/grow/sixsteps.htm
http://www.medicalmushrooms.net/
http://www.ted.com/talks/paul_stamets_on_6_ways_mushrooms_can_save_the_world.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/dr-patricia-fitzgerald/mushrooms-breast-cancer_b_1070744.html
http://www.herbalextractsplus.com/shiitake-mushroom.cfm?gclid=COe3zoqsh5cCFQRkswodjXUC9w
http://www.world-of-fungi.org/Mostly_Medical/Dawn_Soo/Dawn_Soo_SSM.htm
http://www.shiitakecenter.com/page3.php
http://www.reishi.com/
http://www.mushroom-appreciation.com/reishi-mushrooms.html
http://www.flowoflife.co.uk/Preparation%20of%20Reishi.pdf
http://www.shroomery.org/forums/showflat.php/Number/5925988
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/11/16/steve-farrar-on-mushrooms.aspx
http://www.mycosource.com/medicine.htm
http://www.mycosource.com/
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McNaughton 113        1:30 AM –3:00 PM 

Biodynamic Talks:  Workshop B 
The Stella Natura Kimberton Calendar 
By Sherry Wildfeuer  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 72 Map 1: Main Level Organic Expo 
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Map 2: Basement Level Organ 
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University Centre 
(Conference Registration) 

Where am I, How do I get there? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Much of the conference will take place in the University Centre (UC) building.  

 As you enter the UC south doors registration is on the left in Room UC103. Coat racks are also in this 
room.   

 Rooms UC 441 and UC 442 are on the 4th floor use the north elevator (or you can take the stairway 
from the main courtyard.   

 Peter Clark Hall (PCH) north - PCH-N and south - PCH-S are on the basement level (use stairways near 
east doors or use north elevator).   

 The Thornbrough building is immediately east of the UC building, just across the outdoor walkway.  
THRN 1200 (Auditorium) is immediately inside the main doors.  To get to THRN 1307, from THRN 
1200 go down the hall along the front windows, thorough the doors and turn left down the first hall, 
and then through the doors, turn left and then immediately through doors on the right.  Alternatively 
go across the square along the north side of the Thornbrough building to the far doors in the SE corner 
and THRN1307 is through the doors on the left.  

 The McNaughton building (MCN 105, MCN 113, MCN 118) is out the north doors and angle left into 
the doors beside the bookstore. 

 Organic Expo Canada (Trade Show) boasts over 160 exhibitors and is found on the main floor of the 
University Centre and on the basement level in Peter Clark Hall.

 
 
 
MacNaughton Bldg 

 
 
Thornbrough Bldg 

Parking lots 

 

OMAFRA 
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Friday, February 1, 2013 
9:00 am-12:00 pm PCH-South 

Seminar A  
Pollinating the Word / Saving the Bees 
Monique Blais, Susan Chan, Fran Freeman, Darcie McKelvey, Linda Proudfoot 
 

9:00 am-12:00 pm UC 442 
Seminar B  
Canada Organic Extension – Discovering the Organic Networks – What is the way 
Forward? 
Moderated by Becky Lipton and Keri Sharpe with panellists 

1:15 pm-4:15 pm PCH-North 
Seminar C  
Permaculture Forum, What is it? 
Doug Barnes, Toyin Coker, Brenda Dolling, Shantree Kacera, Jennifer Osborn, Brad Peterson 
 

1:15 pm-4:15 pm PCH-South 
Seminar D  
National GMO Impacts Symposim & Action Plan 
Lauren Baker, Dag Falck, Maureen Kirkpatrick, Lisa Mumm, Ken Roseboro, Lucy Sharrat 

 
7:30-9:30 pm               Thornbrough 1200               The Greening of Agriculture                    Melissa Baer, Lisa Mumm, and Arjan Stephens 
 

Saturday, February 2, 2013 
McNaughton 113 Thornbrough 1307 Thornbrough 1200 UC 442 McNaughton 105 

9:30-10:30 am 
Controlling weeds in organic 
cropping systems 
Roger Rivest 

9:30-10:30 am 
Attaining organic certification in 
your livestock operation 
Bill Barkley & Gary Lean 

9:30-10:30 am 
The $100 food forest: getting a 
practical start 
Jennifer Osborn 

9:30-10:30 am 
Marketing the organic message: 
follow the trends 
Susan Ratz 

9:30-10:30 am 
From the ground up: building your 
resilient farm-centric community 
Angie Koch 

11:00-12 pm 
How to have your crop inputs 
approved for organic certification 
Dave Lockman 

11:00-12 pm 
Pastured pig primer 
Tarrah Young 

11:00-12 pm 
The permaculture life: creating 
your self-sufficient organic 
dream home 
Ingrid Cryns 

11:00-12 pm 
Organic claims / Natural claims: 
sorting through the confusion 
Dag Falck 

11:00-12 pm 
Learning from the past: 
Haudenosaunee garden practices 
for a productive future 
Richard Hill 

1:30-3:00 pm 
Organic crop quality – Getting the 
best quality and yield from a crop 
is every farmers’ desire 
Ruth Knight 

1:30-3:00 pm 
Organic pasture management: 
forages, rotations and ration 
formulations 
Eric Bowman & Jack Kyle 

1:30-3:00 pm 
Forest gardening: the roots of 
regeneration 
Shantree Kacera 

1:30-3:00 pm 
Transforming organic farming 
systems amidst chaotic climate 
Ken Taylor 

1:30-3:00 pm 
The co-farmer movement: 
partnering growers and 
consumers 
Julie Daniluk, John Devlin, Jodi 
Koberinski 

3:30-5:00 pm 
Marketing the best quality organic 
grain: buyers discuss selling 
profitably 
Marshall King, Laverne Klecker, Tom 
Manley, & Roger Rivest 

3:30-5:00 pm 
Dairy calf & heifer management 
in an organic system 
Mario Mongeon & Harry Peeters 

3:30-5:00 pm 
Permaculture in practice on the 
200-acre farm scale at Whole 
Village 
Brenda Dolling 

3:30-5:00 pm 
Successful strategies for selling 
the health benefits of organics 
Jackie McMillan 

3:30-5:00 pm 
Building a sustainable, local 
organic food system in your 
community  
Tim Spencer, Tony Barton, Jenna 
McGuire 

Sunday, February 3, 2013 
Thornbrough 1307 UC 441 McNaughton 118 / UC 442 McNaughton 105 McNaughton 113 

9:30-11:00 am 
The world of vermicomposting 
from small to large-scale 
Cathy Nesbitt 

9:30-11:00 am 
Electroculture: natural 
electromagnetic influences for 
fertility, yield and crop quality 
Yannick Van Doorne 

9:30-11:00 am (McN 118) 
Panel on urban agriculture & city 
farming 
Gaven Dandy, Ran Goel, Anan 
Xola Lololi, Utcha Sawyers, 
Michael Scahill 

9:30-11:00 am 
Integrating seed in the market 
garden 
Daniel Brisebois 

9:30-12:30 pm 
Biodynamic talks: Workshop A 
Towards an understanding of the 
stars in agriculture: astrology, 
astronomy & astrosophy 
Mary Stewart Adams 

11:30-12:30 pm 
New thinking will save agriculture 
Melisa Luymes 

 

11:30-12:30 pm 
The food web: organic food and 
international flyways 
Anthony John 

11:30-12:30 pm (McN 118) 
Local food meets the healthcare 
paradigm 
Fay Rakoff 

11:30-12:30 pm 
Kitchen gardening: grown your 
own microgreen business 
Lisa Mumm 

1:30-3:00 pm 
Small-scale equipment for up to 
100 acres: green manures and 
cash crops 
Lorne Jamieson 

1:30-3:00 pm 
Attracting wild pollinators to 
your farm 
Susan Chan 

1:30-3:00 pm (UC 442) 
Well-seasoned kitchen 
medicine: kitchen herbs and 
spices 
Kerry Hackett 

1:30-3:00 pm 
Wood mushroom cultivation 
options: indoor, outdoor, market 
garden and woodlot 
Bruno Pretto 

1:30-3:00 pm 
Biodynamic talks: Workshop B 
The Stella Natura Kimberton 
Calendar 
Sherry Wildfeuer 

Program 


